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Senator John J. Cleveland, Chair 
Representative Herbert E. Clark, Chair 
Joint Standi~g Committee on Utilities 
State House Station 115 
Augusta,.Maine 04333-0115 

Re~ Public Utilities Commission Report on Environmental and 
Economic Impacts 

Dear Sen. Cleveland and Rep. Clark: 

I do not join the Majority Public utilities Commission Report 
on Environmental and Economic Impacts for the reason that it 

1) is not responsive to the requirements of the legislation 
which prompted the study, 

2) frames the issue, falsely in my opinion, as choice between 
the economy and the environment, 

3) fails to discuss the current inequities in the more 
complete consideration given to environmental impacts of hydro 
resources which disadvantages hydro as compared to combustion 
resources, 

4) does not discuss the fact that under current planning 
process Maine will increase its contribution to global warming 
gases as the· result of resource acquisition decisions being 
made today, 

5) and, does not take into account the rights 
generations to a healthy, clean environment. 
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1. The Report is not responsive to the legislative mandate. 

The Majority Report essentially reiterates the same 
theoretical arguments made for and against taking environmental 
harm into account in the power planning process as were made during 
the legislative hearings last year. The report refines the 
arguments, but does not perform the requested analysis. 

The task set out in the legislation requires that specific 
methods of accounting for environmental and economic impacts not 
only be described, but analyzed as to the rate impacts and economic 
and environmental benefits which would occur from their 
application. This analysis requires, at a minimum,· looking at the 
actual long term plans of each of the state's major utilities and 
re-running the computer models which generated those plans, with 
sample values or weightings as well specific values for the 
economic impacts associated with each resource option. These 
values, for purposes of showing the possible range of outcomes as 
well as available methodologies could have been derived from the 
already extensive work in other jurisdictions on the cost of 
environmental impacts. 1 

It is only through conducting such "scenario" analysis and 
analyzing the differing results of each approach that either the 
PUC or the Legislature will be able to reach any reliable 
conclusion as to the cost and benefits of requiring the utilities 
to do an externalitie~ analysis as part of their planning process 
and what method of accounting for externalities is preferred. 
Theoretical discussion is simply not an adequate substitute for 
actual analysis. Nor is it necessary to establish a precise 
valuation or costing of each external impact as the essential 
exercise is to find a means of valuing the range of external 
impacts relative to one another. The value for any impacts will 
be based upon judgment to some degree as the precise dollar 
measurement of even such well-established harms, such as 
contribution to lung disease, or destruction of habitat, simply 
does not exist. 

1 The complete NARUC Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories 
report on activity in other states is attached. The 
Majority Report may have misreported the activity in New 
Hampshire and Connecticut where the policy of taking 
environmental effects into account has been established 
but has not yet been implemented. 
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What the legislation sought was an ordering of the range of 
outcomes Maine could expect, particularly in terms of rate impacts, 
were it to pursue one method of accounting for external costs 
rather than another. What environmental improvement can be 
reached, and at what cost? Those questions remain unexplored and 
unanswered. 

2. The Report erroneously frames the issue as a choice between 
a cleaner environment or a better economy. 

There is no basis for the Majority Report's assumption that 
"a decision to pursue or even maintain a cleaner environment will 
mean that we have less of other goods and services, including 
energy, in the iong run. 11 (pg. 1) Experience to date in Maine, and 
in many other jurisdictions, has demonstrated that the cheapest 
sources of electrical energy, notably energy conservation and load 
management techniques, can also be the most environmentally benign. 
The choice as presented is not only false, but deliberately creates 
the misimpression that environmental improvement requires economic 
loss or slow down. 

The purpose of considering relative environmental harm of 
competing resources is to maximize the amount of environmental 
benefit obtained from each dollar spent to meet our demand for 
electrical services. We do not need to forego the energy needed 
to advance our economy, nor must we add significantly to the cost 
of that energy to capture additional real environmental benefits. 
In fact, we may not need to add to the cost at all. But that can 
only be answered if and when a scenario by scenario analysis is 
performed. 

3. The Report does not discuss the inequity that currently exists 
in the environmental accounting required for hydro resources under 
federal law which tends to make hydro less competitive than other 
resources which are not subject to the same degree of environmental 
scrutiny. 

In other words, because federal law requires a very complete 
analysis of environmental impact for hydro projects, and often 
environmental mitigation for those impacts, the cost of hydro 
facilities may compare unfavorably to the cost of other resources 
which have a greater ne(_Jative effec·'-: upon the environment but which 
have not been subject to the same degree of environmental review 
or have required as much remedial mitigation. A coal plant meeting 
all the existing requirements of the state and federal 
environmental laws may still have a much greater negative impact 
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on the environment than a competing hydro facility, but because of 
the disparity of the degree to which the environmental impacts have 
already been "internalized" in the price of the hydro facility, the 
coal plant may appear to be the cheaper resource. 

An externalities accounting that treated other resources in 
the same way as federal requirements now treat hydro could improve 
hydro's competitiveness. 

4. The Report's "no action" recommendation will allow Maine's 
contributions to global warming gases to increase. 

As several of the cornmentors to the Majority Report noted, 
Maine to date has had the benefit of diverse energy resources, many 
of them less environmentally damaging than resources relied on 
heavily in other states. 2 What those cornrnentors mean is that we 
have not had to burn coal to make electricity for Maine. We are 
now faced with increased reliance upon burning coal to meet future 
needs. 

The burning of coal is the single largest contributor to 
global warming. Lasts year, 1990, was the hottest year in more 
than a century of weather measurements. The earth's seven warmest 
years have all occurred since 1980. Weather balloon measurements 
show that while the troposphere the lowest part of the 
atmosphere --has been getting warmer, the next layer up, the lower 
stratosphere, has cooled dramatically in the last two decades, and 
was coolest during 1990. This is roughly what the greenhouse 
theory predicts. Collectively, we have put at risk the familiar 
climate patterns that earthly life knows and depends upon. I have 
attached a recent study done for the U.S. Congress on strategies 
to reduce the threat of global climate change. Taking account of 
environmental externalities in electric supply decisions is among 
the recommendations. 

All fossil fuel combustion releases carbon dioxide (C02 ) into 
the atmosphere. C02 is the largest contributor the United States 
makes to global warming gases.· The U.S. emits one third of all the 

2 I do not dispute that there is real ~oncern among some 
as to the resources we do currently rely upon. The 
health effects of nuclear power and the forestry 
practices related to biomass production are examples of 
such concerns. 
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co2 released into the earth's atmosphere and one-quarter of those 
U.S. emissions are from the production of electricity. Coal emits 
nearly twice the amount of carbon for the same amount of 
electricity as does oil and more than twice (2.5) times) as much 
as natural gas. 

There is, at present, no state or federal regulation of carbon 
emissions in Maine, but it is more· likely than not that carbon 
emissions will be regulated before the plants now on the drawing 
board reach the end of their useful lives. 

The M.I.T. group which performed the analysis with regard to 
compliance with the recent amendments to the federal Clean Air Act 
which is appended to the Majority Report, has also done a scenario 
analysis of projected co2 emissions for the region over the next 
20 years. It found that the least cost, least polluting mix of 
resources, one which relies heavily on demand side management and 
natural gas, will nonetheless cause more than a 50% increase in 
carbon emissions over the next 20 years.. Maine may not have been 
a major contributor to greenhouse gases in the past, but we may 
become contributors very soon, just when the rest of the world is 
trying to figure out how to reduce carbon emissions. 

The legislature ought to consider a policy of "status quo" on 
carbon emissions while global warming research and policy is in 
such a state of uncertainty. Such a policy should require 100% 
offset of carbon emissions from new resources so that at least we 
are not in the position of adding to the global climate problems 
while waiting for federal policy to establish itself. 

5. The Report does not analyze or weigh the need to leave future 
generations a healthy, clean environment. 

A number of environmental economists have recognized the need 
to account for the needs and rights of future generations in 
computing the cost of environmental damage which is occurring 
today. We can't deplete all of the world's resources today for our 
own use and not leave a fair share to future generations for their 
own use and enjoyment. The analytic work which remains to be done 
in Maine on the subject of externalities should take the needs of 
future generations into account and not treat the environment as 
disposable income to be Sfent completely today for ourselves. 
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In short, I believe the Majority Report has not adequately 
responded to the legislative directive on the externalities issues. 
I am personally deeply disappointed that the opportunity to 
determine the range of costs and benefits has been missed. 

The legislature itself may have to do the necessary analysis 
if it is to have its own questions answered. 

CH/mlc 
Attachment 

cc: Senator Harry L. Vase 
Senator David L. Carpenter 
Rep. Maria Glen Holt 
Rep. Herbert c. Adams 
Rep. Sumner Lipman 
Rep. Carol A. Kontos 
Rep. H. Ida Luther 
Rep. Rosalie Aikman 
Rep. Kathryn D. Merrill 
Rep. James Donnelly 
Rep. Hugh A. Morrison 
Jon Clark, OPLA 
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• Stab! of WISf1lnsin \ PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

June 18, 1990 

Dear Fellow Commissioner: 

CHAAL.ES H. THOMPSON, CHAIRMA/11 
MARY L.OU MUNTS, COMMISSIONER 

JOHN T. COUGHLIN, COMMISSIONER 
4802 Shetlovg.an Avenue 

P. 0 Box 7854 
~ison. Wisccnsm 53707 

I hope you will take the time to review this survey of what state 
utility commissions are doing to incorporate environmental 
externalities into the regulamry : .. process. 

The NARUC Energy Conservation Committee asked Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory to undertake this survey and wishes to express its deep 
appreciation for the work done by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 
The Energy Conservation Committee with the assistance of the 
Department of Energy also initiated a conference on environmental 
externalities in New England in 1989 and will sponsor a nationwide 
conference in Jackson Hole, Wyoming October 1-3, 1990. 

Efforts by·commissions to address environmental externalities are 
escalating rapidly as national attention has focused on acid rain 
legislation and possible strategies for dealing with the threat of 
global warming. This survey provides a useful snapshot of this 
first wave of commission initiatives;,. 

Sincerely, 

tr~~l1~z;. 
Mary Lou Munts 
Commissioner 

~~:rmv06189002.RMV/LETTER.CO 
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E;xecutive Summary 

Awareness of the environmental consequences of electricity production have led 
many state public utility commissions (PUC) to consider these externalities formally in 
their regulation of utilities. At the request of NARUC's Energy Conservation staff sub
committee, the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) conducted a survey to identify the 
extent and range of PUC approaches to this issue; responses were obtained from PUC 
staff in 49 states and the District of Columbia. The study should be viewed as providing 
a "snapshot" of regulatory developments in an area that is evolving rapidly. 

We found that 17 PUCs had adopted explicit rules directing that these externalities 
be incorporated. Among this group of states, most PUCs mandated that utilities consider 
environmental externality costs in resource planning and/or acquisition processes, which 
is typically done in one of three ways. The frrst approach relies on qualitative rreatment 
by the utility during the resource planning process. A second approach involves use of a 
percentage adder that either increases the cost of supply resources or decreases the cost of 
DSM resources in the utility's planning process. A third approach involves direct quan
tification of the cost of the externality, which often occurs if the utility is developing a 
competitive resource procurement process (i.e., bidding). Several PUCs have also 
adopted approaches that implicitly incorporate externalities into the ratemaking process 
by permitting higher rates of return for resource alternatives that are environmentally 
benign. Connecticut allows up to an extra 5% rate of return for demand-side manage
ment while Kansas allows an extra 0.5-2.0% rate of return; a key rationale given for these 
higher rates of return is the perceived environmental benefits of DSM relative to supply
side technologies. These approaches are not mutually exclusive as several states have· 
adopted several of these methods. 

We also found that PUCs were extremely interested in obtaining better information 
to quantify the costs of environmental externalities, in understanding what ocher states 
had done, potentially through regional workshops, and in local or regional studies. 
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1. Introduction 

The environmental effects that accompany operation of electric generating plants have 
significant impacts on society. In 1985, electricity production from fossil-fired facilities 
accounted for about two-thirds of the S02 and about one-third of the NOx and C02 emitted in 
the u.s (Zimmerman et al., 1988; NPAP, 1987).1 so2 and NOX are precursors to acid rain, 
which causes serious damage to forests, lakes, and agriculture. In addition, many electric supply 
options cause water pollution and land contamination, even after complying with current state 
and federal environmental regulations. Damage costs from water and land environmental 
impacts appear to be much less than damage estimates caused by air pollutants, but are still quite 
significant. 

Partly in response to increased public concern about the impacts of acid rain and global cli
mate change, regulatory commissions in many states are now grappling with difficult questions 
of how to include environmental externalities in utility resource planning. It is also clear that 
concern about the environmental costs of electricity generation is one of the driving forces for 
many Public Utility Commissions (PUC) in placing increased emphasis on demand reduction 
alternatives for utilities. 

In order to determine current activities, interest, and information needs related to incor
porating environmental concerns, the Energy Conservation Committee of the National Associa
tion of Regulatory Commissioners (NARUC) worked with Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
(LBL) and staff at the Michigan Public Service Commission in surveying state PUCs. LBL con-, 
ducted a telephone and mail survey of PUCs which investigated the role of environmental exter
nalities in utility resource planning and ratemak:ing. The survey focused on PUC activities, 
although respondents also reported on the role and efforts of other state agencies in many cases. 
We also asked PUC staff to identify and prioritize important research activities or needs in this 
area. 

Current federal and state regulations fall short of total mitigation of the environmental 
effects associated with generation of electric power. Thus, there are residual effects on the 
environment after power projects have complied with existing regulations. Environmental dam
ages caused by power plants which are not paid for by the utility impose costs on society, lead
ing to the classic economic problem of externalities. In this study, we report on approaches 
adopted by PUCs that go beyond existing federal and state minimum environmental standards 
for siring and operation of electric generation resources. It should be noted that PUCs often sta.rt 
from a different baseline in terms of residual environmental effects that are not internalized in 
power plant costs, because some states have adopted more comprehensive or stricter environ
mental protection legislation than others. 

This survey repr!sents a snapshot of current practices in a rapidly changing area. There is a 
wide range of awareness of this subject by PUCs and it appears that, to some extent, PUCs have 
proceeded independently of one another. This report is organized in several sections following 

I In 1985, U.S. electric utilities contributed about 16.2 tons of S0
2 

out of the. nation's 23.7 tons and 6.9 tons of 
NOx out of21 tons nationally. 
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this introduction. In the next section, we summarize the survey questions and the approach we 
used to analyze PUC responses. Section 3 summarizes the results of the survey, which are 
reported in detail for each state in Appendix A. We then discuss limitations in the study, given 
the scope, available resources and time frame, and identify areas for future work. 

2. Approach 

In this section, we describe the methods used to assess the status of PUC activities and· 
research needs identified by PUCs. 

Administration of the Survey 

The survey was conducted in three phases. First, telephone interviews were conducted 
based on a list of PUC contacts (typically, one per PUC) provided by NARUC's Energy Conser
vation Committee. Forty-nine PUCs were contacted through this process.2 Second, the results of 
these interviews were summarized under four general headings and the written results were sent 
to the respondents for con:.finnation, expansion and correction.· We received responses on the 
written summaries from 35 PUCs. In the third phase, we mailed the compiled state information 
to the PUC chairman in each state. Twenty PUCs responded with further changes to the sum
mary of activity ~ their states. Appendix A contains a 'Nritten summary for each PUC along 
with the name(s) of the respondent 

Organization of Survey Responses 

The initial phone survey relied on an extensive list of questions (see Appendix B). 
Responses to these questions were then grouped into four general categories: 

1. Definition and role of environmental externalities in planning or ratemaking by the PUCs or 
other state agencies; 

2. Roles of utility regulatory agencies in state utility regulation and resource planning; 

3. Supply/demand balance, and; 

4. Resource planning and acquisition. 

The first category is a key element of the survey and includes information on existing or 
prospective state PUC and utility plans to incorporate environmental externalities in resource 
planning and selection. 

The second category attempts to identify the boundary of PUC regulation. These boun
daries are not fixed across states and the narrow goal of our survey was to identify public utility 
commission activities to incorporate environmental externalities. To the extent that other state 
agencies play a role in utility planning and regulation with respect to the incorporation of these 

2 We were unable to contact a representative from the Montana PSC. 
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externalities, we attempted to identify these agencies and their roles. We do not believe our 
efforts were entirely successful, given the scope and time frame of the study (see Discussion). ' 

The third category places PUC activities on environmental externalities contextually in the 
overnll utility planning environment. Significant activity to consider environmental externalities 
in states planning major capacity additions will have greater near-term consequences than would 
these same activities if they took place in states without current plans to build new capacity·. 

The fourth category links PUC activities that consider environmental externalities with the 
existing resource planning and selection processes in the states. What exactly. is the PUC's 
authority with respect to resource planning and acquisition? Has the s~te adopted a competitive 
bidding or resource procurement process to select new resources? The absence of a clearly 
defined role in this process might render moot PUC activities to deal with environmental exter
nalities. These linkages are sometimes articulated in the context of least-cost planning legisla
tion or PUC rulemakings. 

Assessing the Starus of PUC Activities 

Based on analysis of responses from individual PUCs, we grouped PUC activities in this 
area into four categories (see Table 1). These categories provide a relative index of the curre:1t 
status of state effons to consider environmental externalities in resource planning and selection. 
However, they should be interpreted with caution, given the limitations of the survey and the 
rapid changes currently underway in a number of states. 

Table 1 - Criteria for Assessing the Status of PUC A~tivities 

Category Definition 

0 Operational - ~pproaches developed or rules passed 
D Developing - not yet implemented or failed to pass 
A Awareness - but no formal procedures 
N None· not aware of any efforts by PUC to include 

environmental concerns 

PUC Information Needs 

A second objective of the survey was to determine what types of informacion would be 
most useful to PUCs on environmental externalities as well as ways that this information could 
be communicated. 
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These interests were divided into eight areas: 

1. General or overview; 

2. Information on resource impacts; . 

3. Methods for quantification of impacts; 

4. Policy development or implementation strategies; 

5. Legal aspects, and; 

6. Experience of other states; 

7. National or regional workshops; 

8. Local area or regional case studies. 

3. Summary of PUC Activities 

PUC activities to incorporate enviroruD.ental concerns into utility planning and regulation 
are evolving rapidly (see Appendix A for a summary of each PUC's response). For example, the 
situation in a number of states changed significantly during the five month period during which 
this survey was co~ducted. Figure 1 presents our asse~sment of the status of PUC and utility 
activities as of April 1990 for each state with respect to consideration of environmental external
ities. Table 2 shows this information ~ong with PUC perceptions of generating capacity needs 
over the next ten years, and a description of the methods used to incorporate environmental fac
tors in states with operational approachs. PUCs or utilities in 17 states have adopted rules or 
policies in this area (status = "Operational"). Even in those states that we have categorized as 
having operational approaches, experience is relatively limited and major resource acquisition 
decisions by utilities are some years off in several states. In eight of these states, PUCs or utili
ties have developed quanti:fication procedures for including environmental costs in resource 
planning and/or acquisition processes (e.g., California, Colorado, Massachusetts, New York, 
New Jersey, Oregon, Vermont, and Wisconsin). These effons have increased significance in 
those states where utilities are proposing to or have actually begun the process of acquiring addi
tional electric resources in the near term (e.g., New York, New Jersey, and Wisconsin), because 
the adopted rules will have a direct affect on the selection of resource options .. 

The survey revealed that PUCs in seven states were in the process of developing strategies 
to incorporate externalities or had tried unsuccessfully to do so in the past (status = ''Develop
ing"). 

The remaining 24 PUCs were classified in two other categories: "Awareness," which was 
assigned in situations in which either limited awareness and progress had been made or was 
expected, or; "None' -not aware of any effons by the PUC to include environmental concerns. 
For these states, it is interesting to note that 16 expect to need either peak or base capacity within 
the next ten years. Moreover, of these 16, at least eight currently obtain more than 50%· of their 
electricity from ·coal (Alabama, Delaware, Georgia, Indiana, Missouri, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, and West Virginia). These states already face potentially large compliance costs with 
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Fig. 1 Status of State PUC Activities 
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Table 2 • Status of PUC Activities 

Anticipated Approach to 
Capacity Needed 

Status2 
Incorporating 

State Within 10 Years 1 Externalities 

Alabama p N 

Alaska p N 

Arizona p 0 Qualitative 

Arkansas- N N 

California p 0 Env. adder to bidding system 

Colorado p 0 QF bid evaluation 

Connecticut N 0 Higher ROR, qualitative 

Delaware B,P A 

District of Columbia B,P D 
Florida B,P N 

Georgia B,P N 
Haw a£. B,P A 
Idaho B,P 0 Unspecified higher ROR 

illinois B,P A 

Indiana B,P N 
Iowa p D 
Kansas B,P 0 HigherROR 
Kentucky N N 
Louisiana N N 
Maine B,P D 
Maryland B,P D 
Massachusetts B,P 0 Bid evaluation 
Michigan B D 
Minnesota B,P 0 Qualitative 
Mississippi N N 

1. Anticipated Capacity Needed Within Ten Years: 
B = Baseload, P = Peaking, N = Neither. 

2. Status of State PUC Activities: 
0 Operational - approaches developed or rules passed 
D Developing approaches - not implemented yet or failed to pass 
A A ware ness - but no formal procedures 
N None- not aware of any effons by PUC to include env. concerns 
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Table 2 (cont.)- Status of PUC Activities 

Anticipated Approach to 
Capacity Needed 

Starus2 
Incorporating 

State Within Ten Yeaxs 1 Externalities 

Missouri p A 

Montana 

Nebraska -
Nevada B.P 0 Qualitative 

New Hampshire B.P A 

New Jersey B.P 0 Bid evaluation 

New Mexico N N 

New York B.P 0 Bid evaluation 

North Carolina p N 
North Dakota p N 
Ohio P,B 0 Qualitative 

Oklahoma N N 
Oregon B.P 0 Quantitative: resource planning 

Pennsylvania p 0 Qualitative 

Rhode Island B.P D 
South Carolina p A 
South Dakota B.P N 
Tennessee --
Texas N 0 Qualitative 

Utah N A 

Vermont B.P 0 15% adder 
Virginia B.P D 
Washington B A 
West Virginia B.P N 
Wisconsin p 0 15% adder, quantitative 
Wyoming N A 

1. Anticipated Capacity Need Within Ten Ye.ars: 
B = Baseload. P =Peaking, N = Neither. 

2. Status of State PUC Activities: 
0 Operational - approaches developed or rules passed 
D Developing approaches- not implemented yet or failed co pass 
A A ware ness - but no formal procedures 
N None- not aware of any efforts by PUC co include env. concerns 

State PUC does not regulate generating utilities 
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the passage of new federal clean air legislation and will need to carefully consider the environ
mental impacts of new resource additions. 

Finally, we did not categorize the status of PUC efforts in two states (Nebraska and Tennes
see). In Nebraska., all power generation is publicly owned and not under the jurisdiction of the 
PUC. Tennessee is similar; the vast majority of power is generated by the Tennessee Valley 

Authority. 

3.1 Approaches for Incorporating Environmental Externalities 

The survey results indicate that PUCs are exploring a broad range of methods to incor
porate environmental concerns into utility resource planning. Overall, the approaches affected 
two general areas of utility regulation: resource planning and acquisition processes, and ratemak
ing. We~identi.fied three basic methods that have been used by states in the context of resource 
planning/acquisition: -

0 Qualitative treatment during the resource planning process, 

0 Direct quantification of environmental costs and impacts as part of integrated resource 
planning (e.g., alternate scenarios which explore implications of mandated emission reduc
tions on a utility's resource plan) and/or competitive resource acquisition processes (e.g, 
evaluation of bids from independent power producers), typically through the assignment of 
a weight to environmental considerations in a scoring system, 

0 Use of a percentage adder/subtracter which is applied to the capital cost of supply or 
demand-side resources during the planning process. 

In tenns of ratemaking ap~aches, several states have increased their authorized rate of 
return (ROR) for demand-side management (DSM). As part of this process, PUCs estimate 
externality costs, which are then internalized in the economic costs of resource alternatives. The 
increased utility earnings for demand-side management (DSM) investments may raise average 
rates somewhat. Benefits that arise from D~M programs typically raise distributional issues that 
must be addressed by utilities and PUCs. Customers who participate in the DSM programs will 
have higher rates, but lower energy bills. Given current ratemaking in most states, nonpartici
pants will have higher rates and slightly higher bills in the near tenn because they do not directly 
receive program benefits. In the long run, cost-effective DSM programs benefit all customers 
because the costs of avoided new capacity and avoided energy consumption will lower the 
utility's projected revenue requirement compared to other resource options. 

In contrast, environmental concerns incorporated in planning approaches are designed co 
influence the choice and relative magnitude of selected resources. It is also wonh noting that the 
approaches are not mutually exclusive. For example, in Connecticut, the Deparnnent of Public 
Utility Control has authorized higher rate of return for utility investments in DSM and utilities 
have been ~ke~ to evaluate environmental externalities qualitatively in their resource plans. 
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·Fig. 2 Approach to Incorporating Environmental Externalities 
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Incorporating Environmental Concerns in Planning and Resource Acquisition Processes 

In this section, we describe the various methods being used to incorporate environmental 
considerations in utility resource planning in more detail by discussing examples from some of 
the more active states. 

0 Qualitative treatment of enviro~ental externalities has been adopted by PUCs in six 
states. For example: 

Nevada - The state of Nevada has passed regulations that provide the commission with broad 
discretion to "give preference to the measures ... that provide the greatest economic and environ
mental benefits to the state." (Getto, et al., 1989.) 

Arizona - The Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC) considers environmental externalities, 
such as sulfur oxide and carbon dioxide emissions, in its least cost planning activities. The 
Commission's rules do not specify a method by which such externalities must be considered. 

Minnesota - In December 1989, the Public Utilities Commission proposed a resource planning 
rule that would incorporate environmental considerations. Additionally, in order to reduce the 
damage from acid min, the legislature passed a bill in 1986 that caps sulfur dioxide emissions 
from the state's two main power plants. 

0 Some states use a percentage adder that increases the cost of supply-side resources or 
decreases the cost of demand-side resources in the utility's planning process. Percentage 
adders that have been adopted by states thus ~ar have generally been technology-based. A 
technology-based adder treats all projects using the same technology similarly. For exam
ple, a DSM option may be given a credit and allowed X percent higher cost in evaluating 
cost-effectiveness compared to supply-side resources. The principal advantage of 
technology-based percentage adders is their relative simplicity and ease of implementation. 
Drawbacks are that they are less accurate for specific projects of the same technology type. 
In some cases, pollutant levels for a particular technology may differ significantly depend
ing on the project's size and design characteristics (Koomey, 1990). 

The Nonhwest Power Planning Council (NPPC) was the first entity to use this type of approach. 
NPPC is a regional energy planning body which was created by the Pacific Nonhwest Electric 
Power Planning and Conservation Act (1980). The Council occupies a unique role in the 
Nonhwest with statutory requirements to develop a regional least-cost plan that considers 
environmental quality and which includes a methodology for determining quantifiable environ
. mental costs and benefits. NPPC has the the most influence on Bonneville Power Adrninistr:J.tion 
(BPA) resource acquisition policies and state PUCs in the region. NPPC applies a 10% credit to 
conservation resources over traditional supply resources in its approach to resource planning. 
For example, if avoided costs are 5 cents/kWh (based on a proxy fossil fuel unit), all conserva
tion that costs less than 5.5 cents/kWh is considered economical (NPPC, 1989). 

Wisconsin - As pan of Wisconsin's Advanced Plan filing, each utility is required to credit non
combustion technologies because of the impact of reduced air pollution. Thus, as utilities screen 
resource options in their least-cost planning process, non-fossil supply technologies md 
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demand-side resources can cost 15% more than a combustion source and still be considered 
comparable in tenns of overall societal costs (PSCW, 1989): 

Vermont- In April 1990, the Public Service Board ruled that utilities should discount demand
side resource costs by ten percent to reflect the "comparative risk and flexibility" advantages of 
such resources and that supply-side resources will be increased initially by five percent "to cap
ture costs not already included in the monetized prices of supply sources" (Vt PSB, 1990). 
Moreover, the Order initiates a rule-making proceeding to further define "adders to represent the 
cost of environmental externalities." 

Maine- In 1988, legislation for a 20% adder failed to pass. 

0 Methods that involve direct quantification of externality costs as part of resource planning 
and/or acquisition processes are increasingly being adopted by states. A number of utilities 
have implemented bidding systems in which environmental impacts of a bidder's proj~ct 
are evaluated explicitly in a weighting or point scheme. Examples of direct quanti..fication 
approaches include: 

Califorma - Both the California Public Utility Commission (CPUC) a."ld the California Energy 
Commission (CEC) currently have proceedings in which the treatment and quantification of 
environmental impacts are being considered. As pan of its long tenn resource planning func
tion, the CEC issues a biennial Electricity Report For the 1990 Electricity Repon (ER 90), the 
CEC staff has proposed that the dollar values of air pollution impacts be reflected in the CEC' s 
resource plan (see Appendix A). The estimates would reflect the value of cutting emissions 
beyond that required under emission limits and is motivated in large part by air quality problems. 
in the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD). The dollar value placed on' 
emissions would be based on the cost of control in the SCAQMD 's Tier 1 efforts and represent 
average costs for a selected group of controls that offer major emission reductions (CEC Sea..~. 
1989). The CEC staff position is being examined and reviewed by utilities and others in hear
ings and workshops; ultimately the CEC will adopt its recommended approach in the final Elec
tricity Report It is unclear how incorporation of these values into the CEC's forecast would 
ultimately affect which resources are built in California because the CPUC's bidding process is 
relatively independent (California Legislature Joint Committee on Energy Regulation and the 
Environment, 1990). 

Simultaneously, the CPUC is considering how to quantify and incorporate environmental 
impacts into the CPUC's existing Standard Offer #4 pricing methodology and bidding protocol 
for Qualified Facilities (CPUC, 1990). The CPUC held workshops on this topic in February
May 1990 and received comments from interested parties. The CPUC is considering using an 
adder to incorporate environmental concerns into electric resource planning and acquisition 
processes. Adders are payments in addition to the price paid for power to all winning bidders in 
the CPUC's bidding system, which uses a second-price auction. 

Oregon - Unlike California. Oregon puts major responsibility on the utilities for developing 
environmental externality costs. In its April 1989 Least Cost Planning order, the Public Utility 
Commission required that external costs be considered in 'the cost-effectiveness evaluation of 
resource options and that both qualitative and quantitative approaches should be employed (Ore
gon PUC, 1989). Since external costs are uncenain and also subjective in many cases, the 
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utilities are required to present these costs separately from conventional accounting costs and to 
give a range of expected values. Tiris process of valuing environmental externalities is designed 
to be flexible and open to review. Pacific Power and Light (PP&L) was the first utility to file a 
long-term integrated resource plan under the new order and addressed environmental externali
ties in the following fashion: 1) the company included a scenario in its sensitivity analysis in 
which CQ~missions from PP&L's existing and new generating facilities would be reduced by 
20% from 1988 levels by the year 2005. Un_der this scenario, the utility found that it made sense 
to promote repowering of existing facilities and acquire more renewable resources compared to 
the basecase, and; 2) as a check on the robustness of the relative ranking of resources in indivi
dual scenarios, PP&L added a combustion tax of 10 mills/kWh to the cost of fossil-fired 
resources and then analyzed the resulting mix of resources. 

Wisconsin -·The Wisconsin PSC has required that Wisconsin utilities include in their planning 
processes a "NEEDS" factor, which includes external environmental, social, and political costs 
that are "Not Easily Expressed in Dollars." As an initial step, the utilities must include a 15% 
cost credit for planning options which do not involve combustion. The PSC has also directed the 
state's utilities to develop integrated resource plans which anticipate significant emission reduc
tions for carbon dioxide (e.g., 20% by the year 2000). 

New York - ·The New York Public Service Commission (NYPSC) has been overseeing the 
development of bidding programs to acquire new resources by the state's seven investor-owned 
utilities. Environmental impacts are explicitly included arn<?ng the factors considered in selected 
winning bids. The NYPSC's Opinions that established guidelines for utility bidding programs 
articulated two key principles relating to environmental factors: 1) all permittable projects are 
not environmentally· equal and thus inferior projects should be penalized accordingly, and; 2) the 
weights for environmental factors relative to each other and relative to other non-environmental 
factors (e.g., price) should be based on the costs of mitigating the environmental impacts. Based 
on NYPSC staff analysis, the most environmentally disruptive source, under the most unfavor
able circumstances, is assigned an environmental cost of 1.405¢/kWh, which is about 24% of the 
utility's avoided cost. All other resources are assigned some fraction of that total, depending on 
their environmental point score (NYPSC, 1989). Tiris scheme assigns point values to d.ifferenr 
levels of a:ir and water emissions and land degradation (see Table 3). 

New Jersey - New Jersey utilities are implementing integrated resource bidding programs based 
on a settlement agreement between utilities, QF representatives, and Board of Public Utilities 
staff. There are three categories in the bidding process: economic issues (maximum of 55%), 
non-economic issues (minimum of 20%), and project viability (minimum of 25%) (PSE&G, · 
1989). Non-economic issues include environmental issues and fuel efficiency. Environmental 
factors and energy efficiency were each weighted at one percent of the total bidding points by 
Public Service Electric & Gas Company in its recent solicitation. Jersey Central Power & Light 
Company's RFP released in June 1989 contained a weighting of up to 2% for reduced NO 
emmissions and up to 4% for higher levels of fuel efficiency. · x 
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Table 3 • New York Bidding Credits 

Externality Mitigation Cost 
(¢/kWh) 

Air Emissions 
Sulfur Oxides 0.25 
Nitrogen Oxides 0.55 

· Carbon Dioxides 0.10 
Particulates 0.005 

Water Impacts 0.10 
Land Use 0.40 

Total 1.405 

Colorado • Environmental and economic externalities are included in Colorado's QF bidding 
process. In 1988, the Colorado PUC approved biennial QF bidding for up to twenty percent of 
each utility's demand forecast. Bidding is done on a one hundred point scale. Zero to twelve 
points are given for fuel type (see Table 4). The fuel type points include environmental and 
economic externalities. 

Table 4 • Colorado QF Bidding 

Fuel Type Credits 

Fuel Type Points 

Reriewables 12 
Coal 5 
Narural Gas 2 
Oil 1 

Renewables are given an additional five point bonus at the end of the bidding process. 
(Colorado PUC, 1988). The bidding process has not yet been implemented because there is 
currently excess capacity; no QF bids are expected until the mid-1990s. 

Nonhwest Power Planning Council - In developing the Council's 1990 Power Plan, the 
Council's Staff has recently prepared an issue paper which reviews environmental pollutants 
associated with various resource types and their major effects on the environment (NPPC, 1990). 

Incorporation of Environmental Externalities in Ratemaking 

A second use of environmental externalities involves some form of explicit quantification 
of the _externality costs, which then allows for direct internalization into the economic cost of 
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various resource alternatives. For example, ratemaking ·treatment of more environmentally 
benign resource alternatives that results in increased rates of return for these alternatives may 
raise the utility's revenue requirements. In contrast to the first use of environmental externalities 
in the planning process, these approaches internalize these externalities in the ratemala.'ng pro

cess. 

Implementation of this approach was found exclusively in the form of incentives designed 
to reward utilities for DSM activities. PUCs and utilities in a number of states are developing 
ratemaking mechanisms that encourage utility DSM programs in order to overcome barriers 
posed by traditi'onal regulation. In some states, the perceived environmental benefits associated 
with DSM options are often cited as one of the rationales for these incentives. We included only 
those PUCs that made explicit reference to environmental externalities as the pn'ncipal rationale 
for inclusion of utility incentives for DSM in Table 2. For example, Connecticut allows up to an 
extra 5% rate of return and Kansas allows an extra 0.5-2.0% rate o( return. In Idaho, the PUC 
can give an unspecified higher rate of return to utilities that have demonstrated "aggressive" con
servation programs. 

3.2 PUC Research Needs 

During the telephone survey the PUC's were also asked to identify leading research needs 
in the area of incorporating environmental externalities. Tbree major findings emerged: 

1. PUCs expressed great interest in obtaining information that would allow for quantification 
of environmental externalities. 

2. PUCs were very interested in participating in regional workshops to find out what other 
states were doing and to discuss approaches for treating environmental externalities. 

3. Finally, PUCs expressed interest in local or regional studies to better understand rhe 
impacts of various approaches in terms of their regional characteristics and resource mi\:. 

Results for each state are summarized in Table 5 . 

.4. Discussion 

Our survey of state efforts to consider environmental externalities is subject to a number of 
important caveats. First, the survey relied almost exclusively on PUC staff and commissioners. 
and did not include other state agencies that may play a role in utility-related environmental con
siderations. PUC activities to incorporate environmental consideration in resource planning do 
not exhaust a given state's efforts to deal with these issues. PUC activities are affected by each 
commission's authorizing legislation as well as other state legislation that addresses environ
mental review processes or major environmental issues (e.g., acid rain deposition). For example, 
in California, twa state agencies play a particularly active role in electric resource planning. 
Regulatory authority is split between the Public Utilities Commission and the Energy Commis
sion (CEC), with the CEC having responsibility for siting of new power plants larger than 50 
MW. The PUC is responsible for ratemaking and the resource acquisition process for 
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Table 5. PUC Research Needs 

over- resource quanti- policy legal other work- local 
State view impact fication impl. aspects states shops studies 

Alabama X X X X 

Alaska X X X X X X X X 

Arizona X X X 

Arkansas X X X X X X X 

California X X X X X X X I 
Colorado X X X X X X X X I 
Connecticut X X X X X X X 

Delaware X X X X 

District 

I of Col urn bia X X X X X X X X 

Florida X X X 

Georgia X X X X X 

Hawaii X X X X X X I 
Idaho X 

illinois X X X X X X X X 

Indiana X X X X X 

Iowa X X X X X I X X X 

Kansas X X X X I X X I -
Kentucky X X X X X X X X 

Louisiana X X I 
Maine X X X X X X X X I 
Maryland X X X X X X X 

Nfassach use tts X X X X 

Michigan X X X X I X X X I 
Minnesota X X X X X X I X X I 
Mississippi X X X X 
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Table 5 (cont.) PUC Research Needs 

over- resource quanti- policy legal other work- local 
State view impact fication impl. aspects states shops studies 

Mississippi X X X X 

Missouri X X X 

Montana 
Nebraska 

Nevada X X X X X X X X I 
New Hampshire X X X X X X X X I 
New Jersey X X X X X I X I 
New Mexico X X X I I 
New York X X X X X X X I 
Nonh Carolina X X X X X X X X I 
NonhDakota X X X X I 
Ohio X X X X X X: X X I 

I 

Oklahoma X X X I 
Oregon . X: I X X X I 

I 

Pennsylvania X X X X X X X I X I 
Rhode Island X X X X X X X X I South Carolina X X X X X X I X X 

J 

South Dakota X I l 
Tennessee I I 
Texas X X X X _j 
Utah X: X I 
Vermont X X X X X X X I X I 
Virginia X X X X I X I 
Washington I 

.. 
I X X X X X X X X 
I 

West Virginia X X X X I X X I 
Wisconsin X X X X X I 
Wyoming X X X X X ! 

I 
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private producers. We attempted to indicate the potential for significant non-PUC environmental 
externality activities in a given state by indicating the relative roles of PGCs and other state· 
regulatory agencies in Appendix A. However, we were limited by the information provided in 
the responses from PUC contacts. 

Second, this study could be broadened by a more in-depth case study analysis of leading 
states that have developed approaches to incorporate environmental externalities in resource 
planning and acquisition; Ottinger, et al., (1990) performed such an analysis for five states. 

Third, accurate assessments of PUC policies in the area of environmental externalities may 
be difficult to determine through the statements of several individuals, particularly in large com
missions. Moreover, respondents may not be aware of all relevant work within their PUCs or 
may not share a common vocabulary in characterizing certain practices as "incorporating 
environmental externalities." 

Finally, we may have introduced biases of our own based on the fact that our prior 
knowledge or supplementary information about PUC activities varied among the states. We 
attempted to use all information available, but information was not available uniformly. 

5. Conclusion 
This study was based on a telephone and and mail survey of PUC staff in 49 states plus the 

the District of Columbia on PUC and utility effons to incorporate environmental externalities in 
resburce planning and selection processes. Ultimately, we received written confinnation of our 
state summaries from 42 PUCs (including the second and third phases). We found widely vary
ing PUC levels of activity, including seventeen PUCs with procedures in place, although most 
are relatively untested. Among states with operational procedures, initial effons typicallY'.· 
focused on including environmental effects in the resource planning process (e.g., qualitative 
treatment or percentage adders). Recently, with the advent of competitive bidding pr:ocesses, 
some PUCs and utilities have begun to incorporate environmental factors explicitly in the 
resource selection process. The most sophisticated approaches include explicit quantification of 
selected external environmental costs. 

This survey should be viewed as a "snapshot" of regulatory developments in an area that is 
evolving rapidly. While we are confident in the accuracy of the information reported by PUC 
respondents, given the verification procedures, we did not fully assess, but attempted to note the 
existence of, the relative roles of other state agencies in incorporating environmental externali
ties. 

Support for increased activities for research and workshops in this area was uniformly posi
tive. We found that PUCs were extremely interested in obtaining better information to quantify 
the costs of environmental externalities, in understanding what other states had done, and in 
local or regional studies. These topics should be addressed in future work sponsored by DOE 
and other organizations. 
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Appendix A - Summary of State PUC Survey 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey - Alabama 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

We know of no current or prospective plans to incorporate environmental extemali- · 
ties into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory AgenCies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Alabama Public Service Commission has sole regulatory responsibility and jur· 
isdiction for utility operations but other state agencies have separate functions in the util· 
ity planning process. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Alabama generating capacity is 64% fossil fuels; 19% nuclear and 17% from hydro. 
The state has enough baseload power, but expects to need additional capacity to meet 
peak power demands in the next five to ten years. The state's only electric utility annu
ally furnishes the Commission information on peak demand growth and the system's 
generation expansion plan to include future capacity requirements, purchased power 
requirements and sales, and sales from QFs. IPPs are not a part of the aforementioned. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

We have no information on current or prospective plans to develop least cost plan
ning or the role of bidding in meeting new capacity needs. 

Respondent: 

Tide: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

Charles B. Stults 

Director, Energy Division 

205-242-5868 

Alabama Public Service Commission 
P.O. Box 991 
502 Washington A venue 
Montgomery, AL 36101-0991 

(Responses confumed by mail). 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey· Alaska 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

We know of no current or prospective plans to incorporate environmental externali
ties into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Alaska Public Utility Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, 
determines appropriate rates of remrn, and approves new power plant construction, reve
nue allocation and rate design. We have no information on the role and jcri.sdiction of 
other state agencies in the utility planning process. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

The Anchorage area generates its electricity from gas and the Fairbanks area uses 
coal and oil. The state has no need for base or peak power in the foreseeable future. We 
have no other information on energy and peak demand growth (state or utility) or pre
ferred supply strategies (add new capacity, purchases, QFs, IPPs). 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

In April 1987, a: least cost planning law was introduced in the legislature, but did 
not pass. We have no information on the status of any further least cost planning efforrs 
or the role of bidding in meeting new capacity needs. 

Respondent: Carolyn Guess 

Title: Commissioner 

Phone number: 907-276-6222 

Address: Alaska Public Utilities Commission 
420 L. Street, Suite 100 
Anchorage, Alaska 99507 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey- Arizona 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

The Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC) considers environmental externalities, 
such as sulfur oxide and carbon dioxide emissions, in its least cost planning activities. 
The Commission's rules do not specify a method by which such externalities must be 
considered. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Arizona Corporation Commission reviews the prudence of utility expenditures, 
determines appropriate races of return, sets rates, and conducts other regulatory activities. 
No other agency has a statutory authority to sec rates for utilities, but environmental qual
icy is regulated by other agencies. 

3.) Supplyffiemand Balance 

The predominant fuels for generating electricity are coal ap.d nuclear. The state will 
not need additional generating capacity for several years. Resource plans will be 
evaluated in 1990 and supply and demand management programs, including conserva
tion, will be reviewed at that time. The need for additional generating capacity, censer~ 
varian programs, and new technologies will be assessed as pan of the Commission's 
resource planning activities. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

A Commission rule adopted in 1989 requires the four major utilities to submit a ten 
year integrated supply and demand analysis every third year. The utilities are required to 
update demand- and supply-side data annually. The Commission then reviews the utili
ties' plans in a hearing where all interested panies have a chance to provide input. The 
Commission may use its findings from its review of the utilities' resource plans to guide 
its decisions on putting generating units into rate base, on approving applications for 
financing, and on other matters involving supply and demand issues. Bidding is not 
required as a means of meeting new capacity needs, although a utility may propose bid
ding methods. 

Respondent: 

Title: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

David Berry 

Chief, Economics and Research (Utilities Division) 

602-542-5517 

Arizona Corporation Commission 
1200 West Washington 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

(Responses confinned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey - Arkansas 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Extern;llities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

The Arkansas Public Service Commission has the authority to require utilities to 
undertake energy conservation measures and to allow the recovery of resulting costs. It 
may also require utilities to furnish reports concerning actions taken to encourage custo
mers to conserve energy. Environmental protection, energy efficiency, and alternative 
renewable and nonrenewable technologies are taken into consideration in siting proceed
ings, which also require an environmental impact statement to be submitted. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Arkansas PSC reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, d.etennines 
appropriate rates of return, and approves revenue allocation and ra~e design. Although 
other state agencies may be parties to proceedings for obtaining a certificate of environ
mental compatibility and public need, the PSC alone has the authority to certi:ficate new 
power plant sites of at least fifty megawatts by resolving all matters concerning plant 
location, financing, construction, and operation. A separate permit for air pollution must 
be obtained for new power plants from the S cate Department of Pollution Control and 
Ecology. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

The state generates most of the electricity from coal (55%) and nuclear (25%), with 
the remainder from gas/oil (10%) and hydro (10%). Although the state has enough excess 
capacity to meet base and peak demands through the 1990s, the Arkansas PSC recently 
issued an order .urging the state's largest electric utility to focus its efforts on demand~ 
side alternatives to delay as long as possible the need for construction of new capacity. 
Energy and peak demand growth is expected to average 2% per year through the 1990s. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Arkansas does not yet have a least cost planning process. However, each utility 
must file annually a forecast of loads and resources covering at least the next t\Vo years. 
The Arkansas PSC has the authority to require longer~range forecasts. 
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Respondent: Lou Ann Westerfield 

Title: Senior Policy Analyst- Electric 

Phone nwnber: 501-682-5771 

Address: Arkansas Public Service Commission 
1000 Center Building 
POBox C-400 
Little Rock, AR 72203 

Respondent: Walter Nixon 

Title: Special Counsel 

Phone number: 501-376-4000 

Address: Arkansas Public Service Commission 
1000 Center Building 
PO Box C-400 
Little Rock, AR 72203 

(Responses confinned by mail) 
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State Commission "Environmental Externality Survey· California 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

Both the California Public Utility Commission (CPUC) and the California Energy 
Commission (CEC) currently have proceedings in which the treatment and quantification 
of environmental impacts are being considered. As part of its long term resource plan
ning function. the California Energy Commission (CEC) issues a biennial Electricity 
Repon. For the 1990 Electricity Report (ER 90), the CEC staff has proposed employing 
estimates of dollar values for emission reductions. The estimates would reflect the value 
of cutting emissions beyond that required under emission limits and is motivated in large 
part by air quality problems in the South Coast Air Quality Management District 
(SCAQMD). The dollar value placed on emissions would be based on the cost of control 
in the SCAQMD's Tier 1 efforts and represent average costs for a selected group of con
trols that offer major emission reductions. Table A-1 presents the CEC staff's values for 
major air emissions: NOx, SOx, reactive organic gas (ROG) emissions. and particulate 
matter less than ten microns (PM10).1 

Table A-1. CEC Staff Estimates of Emission Values. 

Pollutant $/ton 

NOX 11,600 
sox 11,500 
PMlO 7,800 
ROG 3,300 

For C02• the CEC Staff proposes that $7/ton be used to reflect the cost of urban refores
tation. which represents the lowest cost for mitigation and would add about 1.5-8 
mills/kWh to the cost of a coal-fired plant 2 The CEC staff position is being examined 
and reviewed by utilities and others in hearings and workshops; ultimately the CEC will 
adopt its recommended approach in the final Electricity Report. If used. these numbers 
will be converted to a dollar value per kWh (dependent on fuel type) and will be used by 
utilities in formulating their long range resource plans. 

Simultaneously, the CPUC is considering how to quantify and incorporate environ
mental impacts into the CPUC's existing Standard Offer #4 (S04) pricing methodology 
and bidding protocol.3 The CPUC held workshops on this topic in February-May 1990. 

1 California Energy Commission Staff Repon. November 21, 1989. "Valuing Emission Reductions for ER90," 
p. B-5. 

2 California Legislature Joint Corpmittee on Energy Regulation and the EnvironmenL April 1990. "Electric 
Resources and Environmental Impacts: Draft Phase I Report," prepared by C.R. Roach, E.P. Kahn, and D.L. .\-[od
isette. 

3 California Public Utility Commission, 1989. OII.89-07-004. "Order Instituting Investigation on the 
Commission's own motion to implement the Biennial Resource Plan update following the CEC's Seventh Electrici
ty Report." 
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The most irnponant issues raised by the parties raised were 1) treatment of residual 
environmental impacts; 2) whether environmental impacts should be accounted for in 
resource planning or acquisition, or both; 3) pollutant versus technology based adders, 
and; 4) determination of the net emissions of the QF as compared with the utility's 
"identified deferrable resource (IDR). "4 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The California Public Utility Commission reviews the prudency of utility expendi
tures (including DSM), determines appropriate rates of return, and approves revenue allo
cation and rate design. The CPUC also develops long-term resource plans, including 
DSM program effects, for purposes of establishing the need for and prices paid to quali
fying facilities (long-term standard offers) in .its Biennial Resource Plan update proceed
ing. 

The California Energy Commission (CEC) was created in 1974 with broad authority 
in four principal areas: energy forecasting and planning, power plant siting, energy 
efficiency and conservation, and development of alternative energy sources. The CEC 
approves new plant sites over fifty megawatts, issues a biennial state demand and supply 
forecast, and develops criteria for balancing economic and environmental issues. The 
CEC also promotes energy conservation by developing building and appliance standards 
and demonstrating new technologies. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

California generates approximately 40% of its electricity from natural gas, 15% -
20% from hydro, 10% from nuclear, with the rest coming from renewables and out-of
state purchases. The state may need to add generating capacity by the mid to late 1990s. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Calffornia does not have a formal least cost planning process. The CEC issues a 
biennial state energy forecast to determine the need for new capacity and the PUC holds 
rate cases for each utility every third year. The legislature has passed building standards 
(Tide 24) and appliance standards (Tide 20). 

If the state needs capacity, QFs are allowed ro bid for the capacity need. Price is the 
only selection factor and winning bidders are paid the price bid by the lowest bidding 
loser (i.e., a "second-price" auction). Since the state has excess capacity, this system has 

4 California Public Utilities Commission, April 13, 1990, OII.89-04-007. "Wodcshop Report Incorporating En
vironmental Adders into the Biennial Resource Plan Update Proceeding," prepared by C. Murley, T. Thompson, and 
T. Wilsie. 
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never been implemented. In 1988, the California utilities propo:Jed that all IPPs, 
demand-side management programs, and bulk power producers be allowed to bid in a 
multi-attribute bidding system in which winners would all be paid at the price of their 
individual bids. However, the CPUC has deferred the utility proposal for now and is 
committed to implementing the adopted second price auction system. 

In addition, in July 1989, the utilities, the CPUC, the CEC, and various stakeholder 
groups agreed to work together in order to reinvigorate and increase utility DSM pro
grams as pan of a collaborative process .. The groups participating in the Collaborative 
process issued a repon in January 1990 in which the utilities agreed to significantly 
expand their DSM programs and develop shareholder incentive mechanisms for these 
programs. The utilities filed formal applications in April 1990 requesting approval for 
the expenditures associated with the expanded DSM programs and the financial incentive 
mechanism. 

Respondent: Don Schultz 

Title: Supervisor, Division of Ratepayer Advocates 

Phone number: 916-324-5935 

Address: California Public Utilities Comrniss.ion 
1107 Ninth St Suire 710 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

(Responses confirmed by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey- Colorado 

' 
1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Pl.:mning or Raternaking 
by PUCS or other Stltt! Agenci~ · 

Environmental :md economic externaliric:s are included in the: QF bidding process. 
In 1988, the Commission approved bienniJ.i QF' bidding for up to twenty percent of each 
utility's demand forecast. The bids will be evaluated. by an independent third party. Bid
ding is done on a. hundred point scale. Zao to tvielve points are given for fuel typ<::. Tne 
fud type points inclu.d.e environmental and economic externalities. Rr::newablc:s are 
given an additional five point bonus at the end of th~ bidding process. 5 Due to capacir:y 
abundance, no QF power has a.ctu.:J..!ly been sought through the QF bidding process. No 
QF bids are expec:ed until the mid-1990s. 

Table A.-2. Colorado's QF Bidding System. 

Fuel Type Credits 

Renewables 12 
Coal 5 
N a rural Gas 2 
Oil 1 

2.) Roles of Utility Regul!ltory Aga1cies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Pl:uming 

The Public Utiliry Commission reviews the prndency of utility expe:1dirures, &:e:-
mines appropriate rar.es of rctt:u:n, llld approv~s new power pl:mt construction, rcv~nue 
allocation and r:ue design. Other sote agencies, such as the Department of Health, 9a.rti~ 
cipare in plant siring. 

3.) Supply/Demand B~~ 

Colorado ge::.eraa:s ova- 90% of its electticity from coal. The St.3.te does not e:<p<:c: 
to need new base or peak capacity ~fore the mid~ 1990s. Tne la.ccst PUC foreCJ.sr indi
c:ucs electricity sales will grow 2.9% per year, \\lith the summer peak i.oce:.lSing by 3.0% 
through 1996. 

5 Public Utilities Commission of Colorado. ]Wle 9, t 989. • Amendment to Public Service Comp:lily of Cclol"...Co 
Rcque:.:t for Proposals from Qualifying F~ilities, n 
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4.) Resource rtanning and Acquisition 

·Starting in 1985, the PUC attempted to develop least cost planning rules, but they 
have been unable to overcome opposition from utilities and the: legislature. QF bidding 
h:!S been approved by the Commission and is descrikd above in the section on externali
ties. 

Respondent: 

Title: 

Phone-number: 

Addr:=ss: 

Gary Schmitz 

Senior Economist 

303-894-2030 

Colorado Public Utilities Commission 
1580 Logan St., C)L2 
Denver, CO 80203 

(Responses confirmed by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey- Connecticut 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

A collaborative process between the utilities and the public parties incorporates 
economic and some environmental externalities in a qualitative manner. A ranking sys
tem for bidding (both supply and demand) includes consideration of externalities in the 
ranking criteria. At this time, it has not been determined how each factor will be 
weighed. The utilities must submit a plan for Department approval at the time capacity 
need is determined. State law provides for the authority to grant utilities up to a 5% 
bonus rate of return for conservation investm_ents due to the environmental benefits of 
demand-side resources. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control (DPUC) reviews the pru
dency of utility expenditures, determines appropriate rates of return, and approves new 
power plant construction, revenue allocation and rate design. The State Energy Office, 
the Office of Consumer counsel, and Department staff participate in regulatory proceed
ings and the collaborative process for C&LM program design. The DPUC and Siting 
Council review demand forecasts and supply and demand plans annually. If new capa
city is needed, the bidding process will begin. The DPUC has a role in reviewing and 
approving proj~ts. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 
In 1989, Connecticut generated 50% of its electricity from nuclear, 10% from coal, 

32% from oil, and 8% from gas, hydro, wood, and refuse. The state has no need for base 
or peak power in the next five years. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 
Connecticut's two major electric utilities must file an annual forecast of loads and 

resources as planned to meet future needs through a least cost planning process. In addi
tion the utilities must submit a biennial avoided cost report. When utilities need capa
city, bidding is used to obtain supply- or demand-side resources. The DPUC approves the 
avoided cost and the weighting criteria. The utilities evaluate and rank projects with final 
approval required by the DPUC. The combined forecast of load and resources, conserva
tion and supply bidding regulations, and the collaborative C&L\1 program design pro
cess constitute the state's LCUP process. 

Respondent: 

Tide: 

Phone number. 

Address: 

Christopher S. Wood 

Executive Director 

203-827-1553 

Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control 
One Central Park Plaza 
New Britain, Connecticut 06051 

(Responses confirmed by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey - Delaware 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies · 

We know of no current or prospective plans to incorporate environmental externali
ties into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Service Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, deter
mines appropriate rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, revenue 
allocation and rate design. The Public Service Commission also approves costs for 
newly constructed power plants and purchases of energy and capacity as well as review
ing and approving proposals for demand-side management. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Delaware generates approximately 60% of its electricity from coal. The state will 
need both base and peak power within the next few years. Recent capacity additions 
have been gas fired. The next two years capacity additions will be gas and oil fired. 
Base load additions under consideration include capacity purchases from non-utility gen
erators and new coal fired base load additions. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Delaware has no formal leas·t cost planning process. However, in 1987, the only 
major electric utility, Demarva Power and Light, filed a twenty year load and resource 
plan called Challenge 2000. The plan includes DSM potential and load and resource data 
will be periodically updated. There is a growing interest at the Commission in the area 
of least cost planning. It is expected that least cost planning will receive greater attention 
in future proceedings. . 

The state has no formal bidding procedure, but, in response to rapid growth, Del
marva Power and Light has developed its own bidding procedures and issued a RFP. 

Respondent: 

Tide: 

Phone number. 

Address: 

Richard Latourette 

Public Utilities Analyst III 

302-736-4249 

Delaware Public Service Commission 
P.O. Box 457 
Dover, Delaware 19903-0457 

(Responses con:finned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey • District of Columbia 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

In January 1990, the Public Service Commission proposed regulations regarding the 
filing of least cost plans by electric and natural gas companies. 6 The proposed rules direct 
the applicant to use both economic and non-economic criteria in demand-side and 
supply-side option screening. The proposed rules do not require the consideration of 
environmental externalities in the least cost planning integration process. How~ver, the 
Commission stated in the order: 

Although the Commission will not, at this time, adopt a specific method to incor
porate environmental externalities in the integration phase of least cost planning, we 
are in the process of reviewing developments in other jurisdictions such as Wiscon
sin and New York on this issue. In this regard the Commission may in the future 
promulgate regulations concerning the manner in which environmental externalities 
may be the manner in which environmental externalities may be incorporated into 
the integration phase. (Order No. 9417, p.40) 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Service Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, deter
mines appropriate rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, revenue 
allocation and rate design. Currently, the Commission is considering requiring a 
Certificate of Need for power generation built outside the District, but designed to serve 
the loads of DC customers. The DC Energy Office participates as an intervenor in utility · 
proceedings. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Potomac Electric Power (PEPCO) has recently experienced annual growth in peak 
. demand of 4.7%. PEPCO currently forecasts an annual growth rate of 3.5%. 

PEPCO is currently seeking permission to construct the following new generation total
ing over 1100 .MW: 

*750 .MW at Dickerson, NID; two 375-MW ince·grated combined-cycle coal
gasification units. 

6 District of Columbia Public Service Commission. January, 1990. "Provisions for Elecaic Ut.iliry Least-Cost 
Planning," ~Order No. 9417." 
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*210 MW at Benning Rd., DC; two 105-MW oil-fired combustion turbines (Cf). 

*160-200 MW at Chalk Pt, MD; two gas CTs, 80-100 MW each. 

PEPCO also anticipates the following additional future construction: 

* a 50-MW trash-to-energy facility at Dickerson, MD, built by Montgomery Co., 
MD. 

*an 80-.MW gas cr at Chalk Pt to be financed and owed by Southern MD Electric 
Cooperative, which currently receives all its requirements from P~CO. 

* two additional gas crs at Chalk Pt., 80-100 N!W each. 

PEPCO is negotiating with a few potential QFs in MD and DC. There are limited oppor
tunities for QF or IPP development within PEPCO' s service area. 

4.) Resource Planning and Regulation 

The Commission requires utilities to file biennial resource plans that compare 
demand-side and supply-side options on an equal basis. All interested parties can pro
vide input to the resource plans at a public hearing and the Commission has the authority 
to require utilities to submit an amended plan or to submit its own plan. The first PEPCO 
least cost plan will be filed in March, 1990. The Commission has no explicit rules on 
bidding, but bidding could be considered in the context of the review of the PEPCO least 
cost plan. 

Respondent: Rick Morgan 

Title: Technical Assistant to Commissioner L:mg 

Phone number. 202-626-5127 

Address: DC Public Service Commission 
450 5th St, 8th Floor 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey - Florida 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

We know of no current or prospective plans to incorporate environmental externali
ties into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Service Commission reviews the prudency of utility expendirures, deter
mines appropriate rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, revenue 
allocation and rate design. We have no information on the role and jurisdiction of other 
state agencies in the utility planning process. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Florida generates approximately 35% of its electricity from coal and an additional 
45% split evenly between nuclear, oil, and gas. The state needs both base and peaking 
capacity in the near future. S urn mer peak demand grew by 8400 ~ between 1979 and 
1988 and is anticipated to grow·by another 1400 ~between 1989 and 1998. Two util- · 
ities have issued bids for new capacity: Seminole Electric Cooperative and Florida Power 
and Light Company (FPL). FPL recently sought a need determination to construct 
approximately 1200 MW of new capacity. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Florida has no formal legislation that requires least cost planning, but there is legis
lation that accomplishes the same result. In 1980, the legislature passed the Florida 
Energy Efficiency an~ Conservation Act (366.80-.85, Florida Statutes) which required 
the Commission to set conservation goals and required utilities to implement demand
side management FEECA established an initial five year goal to reduce electricity use 
and peak demand by twenty-five percent. The Power Plant Siting Act (403.501-403.519, 
Florida Statutes) requires the Commission to issue a need determination for any fossil 
fuel steam facility large than 75 MW. As pan of this review, the Commission must 
determine if construction is the least cost alternative available to provide the capacity. 

One of the state's major utilities, Florida Power and Light, has recently issued a 
competitive bidding solicitation for 800 MW. to be available as soon as 1994. Other utili
ties, IPPs, and QFs are all eligible to bid. Price and r.onprice factors wi'l be considered. 

Respondent: James Dean 

Title: Chief, Bureau of Systems Planning and Conservation 

Phone number: 904-488-8501 
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Address: Florida Public Service Commission 
101State Commission E. Gaines Sc., Fletcher Bldg. 
Tallahasse, Florida 32301 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey - Georgia 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

We know of no current or prospective plans to incorporate environmental externali
ties into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Service Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures and 
determines appropriate rates of return. The Commission does not approve new power 
plant construction, but utilities must demonstrate the need for the plant before they are 
allowed to put it into the ratebase. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Georgia generates approximately 80% of its electricity from coal and 12% from 
nuclear. The state expects to need both base and peak power in the near future. The staff 
does not produce any studies on the need for new capacity, anticipated large acquisitions, 
or preferred supply strategies. These are done by the utilities and reviewed by the Com
mission staff. 

4.) Resource Planning and Regulation 

In 1989, the Commission appointed a task force to consider least cost planning. We 
have no other information on current or prospective plans to develop least cost planning 
or the role of bidding in meeting new capacity needs. 

Respondent: 

Tide: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

Jim Cole 

Audit Manager 

404-656-6790 

Georgia Public Service Commission 
244 Washington S t 
Atlanta, GA 30334 

(Responses confinned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey- Hawaii 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

Currently, environmental externalities are not incorporated into utility planning, but 
the Commission is considering doing so in the future. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Utilities Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, 
determines appropriate rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, reve~ 
nue allocation and rate design, and purchased power agreements. The Consumer Advo
cacy Division (of the Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs) participates in 
the formal proceedings related to power plant addition and purchased power agreement 
before the PUC. If integrated resource planning is adopted, it is foreseeable that these 

. other State agencies may participate more actively in the utility planning process. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Hawaii generates more than ninety percent of its electricity from oil. The state 
needs both base and peak power and is considering building a deep sea electric cable to 
bring geothermally produced electricity from Hawaii to Maui, Molokai, and Oahu. Load 
growth in Hawaii has accelerated in the past few years. To meet this accelerated growth, 
the utilities have either installed additional oil~fired units (Hawaii, :Maui, Kauai) or pur~ 
chased power from QFs (coal~fired unit and combined-cycle unit on Oahu, Geothermal 
unit on Hawaii). Currently a DSM pilot study is being conducted on the Island of Kauai 
under the auspices of the Energy Division, Department of Business and Economic 
DevelopmenL 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Hawaii has no least cost planning process at present. However, the Commission has 
instituted a proceeding and an investigation (Docket No. 6o 17) to require energy utilities 
in Hawaii to implement reducing the dependency on imported oil is a high priority. 

Respondent: 

Tide: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

Norman Lee 

Chief Engineer 

808-548-3990 

Public Utilities Commission 
465 South King Street, Room 103 
Honolulu, HI 96813 

(Responses confirmed by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey - Idaho 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or R.atemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

In future rate cases, the Public Utilities Commission may allow higher rates of 
return for utilities that have aggressive conservation programs, including those that target 
"lost opportunities". Commission Order No. 22299 (January 1989)7 states, "we take this 
opportunity to notify our regulated electric utilities that in future rate cases we will take 
into account the utility's comminnent to energy conservation in determining the allowed 
rate of return. A utility that aggressively addresses the issues and concerns found in this 
Order (conservation in particular), all other things being equal, may expect the allowance 
of higher rates of return than might otherwise be allowe~". 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, determines appropri
ate rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, revenue allocation, and 
rate design. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Idaho generates approximately half of its electricity from hydro and half from coal. 
Each utility operatirig in the state submits a biennial resource management repon (R...YfR) 
to the Commission forecasting twenty year load growth. The RlYfR. projects energy and 
peak demand growth and strategies for meeting same. 

4.) Resource Planning and Regulation 

Idaho PUC Order No. 22299 (January 1989) states that demand and supply side 
resources be given equal consideration and establishes criteria for valuing energy conser
vation. The Order effectively creates least cost planning for the state. 

Respondent: 

Title: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

Ralph Nelson 

Commissioner 

208-334-2898 

Idaho Public Utilities Commission 
State House 
Boise, Idaho 83720 

(Responses confinned by mail) 

7 Idah~ Public Utilites Commission. January 1989 .. "In the Nlaner of the Investigation by the Idaho Public Utili
ties Commission into Idaho Electricity Conservation Standards and Prnctices," Order No. 22299. 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey- illinois 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by P,UCS or other State Agencies 

Least cost planning by illinois utilities requires a discussion of environmental exter
nalities, though there is no formal way of accounting for them. We know of no other 
current or prospective plans to incorporate environmental externalities into the utility 
planning process. . 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The illinois Commerce Commission (ICC) reviews the prud.ency of utility expendi
tures, determines appropriate rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, 
revenue allocation and rate design. We have no information on the role and jurisdiction 
of other state agencies in the utility planning process. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

illinois generates approximately 55% of its electricity from coal and 40% from 
nuclear. The state will need additional peaking capacity within a few years, but does not 
expect to need baseload until the late 1990s. We have no other information on energy 
and peak demand growth (state or utility) or preferred supply strategies (add new capa
city, purchases, QFs, IPPs). 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

In 1985, the illinois State Assembly passed least cost legislation. In 1987, the Com
merce Commission began rule-making proceedings, with input from all interested par
ties. Utilities will file their first long range resource plans in 1990. We have no informa
tion on how often the utilities will have to file resource plans or whether the Commission 
can require them to resubmit amended plans. We also have no information on the role of 
bidding in meeting new capacity needs. 

Respondent: Tony Visenky 

Tide: Senior Analyst 

Phone number: 217-524-6859 

Address: illinois Commerce Commission 
527 East Capitol 
Springfield, illinois 62794-9280 

(Responses con:finned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey· Indiana 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

We know of no current or prospective plans to incorporate environmental externali
ties into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission (IURC) reviews the prudency of utility 
expenditures. detennines appropriate rates of return. and approves new power plant con
struction. revenue allocation and rate design. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Indiana generates over 90% of its electricity from coal. Some utilities need generat
ing capacity, though overall the state has sufficient capacity. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

An electric utility must obtain a Certificate of Need from the Commission it wants 
to build new generating capacity. The Certificate of Need law states that proposed new 
capacity must be compared with a wide range of options, including demand-side 
management. Recently, the Commission decided that the planning process required by 
the Certi.:ficate of Need law is synonymous with least cost planning. Three ·of the state's 
generating utilities have been ordered by the Commission to submit least cost plans prior 
to the end of 1990 and biennially thereafter. The Commission is in the very early stages 
of developing guidelines that electric utilities should follow when developing least cost 
plans. 

Currently, there are not plans for the IURC to encourage a bidding process to meet 
new capacity needs. However. one Indiana utility has started a bidding process to 
acquire peak capacity and/or demand-side resources to meet future generating needs. 

Respondent: Bradley Borum 

Tide: Assistant Chief Economist - Technical Section 

Phone number. 317-232-2304 
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Address: Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission 
904 State Office Building 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Respondent: Greg Turk 

Phone number. 614-486-6711 

Address: Indiana Public Service Commission 
301 State Office Building 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

(Responses confinned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey • Iowa 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

In 1989, the Iowa Utilities Board hired a consultant to make recommendations on 
planning, cost recovery, and energy efficiency programs.8 After consultation with a large 
working group including representatives from utilities, business, academia, and low 
income and environmental groups, the consultant recommended that environmental 
externalities should initially be accounted for by a credit (e.g. 10%) to the avoided supply 
cost used· within the societal cost/benefit test. The consultant also recommended that for 
the long term, utilities should develop and refine specific credits ($/kWh, $/therm, etc.) to 
address externality benefits of demand-side activities. 

The Iowa Utilities Board has endorsed the externality recommendations. A working 
group consisting of utility representatives, Utilities Board staff, and Office of Consumer 
Advocate staff has been working to develop rule changes to the Iowa Administrative 
Code to incorporate the externality considerations. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

Tirrough rate cases, the Iowa Utilities Board reviews the prudency of utility expen
ditures, determines appropriate rates of rerum, revenue allocation and rate design. 
Currently, electric utilities must apply to the Board before constructing generating facili
ties greater than 25 MW. The consultant has recommended that the limit be lowered to 
20 MW. Applications for construction permits are reviewed by other state agencies for 
compliance with state environmental statutes. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

· Iowa generates approximately 75% of its electricity from coal and 25% from 
nuclear. The average annual sales growth of the seven investor-owned electric utilities 
was 2.5% from 1981 to 1988. The electric utilities have projected growth in demand of 
1.2% per year through the 1990s. The state has ample baseload capacity, but several util
ities are building peaking capacity. The preferred supply strategy for peaking capacity 
appears to be natural gas fired combustion turbines. The consultant proposed that electric 
utilities control growth in demand by aggressive programs of demand-side management, 
which will result in little need for new generating capacity over the next ten years. 

8 Morgan Systems. October 27, 1989. "Energy Efficiency Options Study lvfain Report," prepared for The Iowa 
Stare Utilities Board, Berkeley, CA. 
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4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition· 

Investor owned electric utilities are required to file annual reports of planning infor
mation. If power plant certificates will be needed within· five years, the reports must con
tain detailed information on reserves, load forecasts, and supply and demand options. 
Investor owned gas utilities must file five year forecasts and procurement plans. 

Investor owned electric utilities are required to file a comprehensive energy 
management plan when applying for rate increases or in order to get a construction per-
mit for a 25 ?vfW or greater capacity power plant. · 

The consultant made the following recommendations concerning utility resource 
planning and management 

1.) Refine and improve forecasting methods to support integrated resource planning. 
2.) Extend planning horizon to twenty years. 
3.) Adopt societal benefir/cost test 
4.) Establish avoided costs. 
5.) Establish goals for energy efficiency expenditures of 1.5%-2.0% of utility gross operating revenues. 
6.) Require aggressive demand-side data collection by utilities. 
7.) Refine evaluation and measurement methods. 

The working group consisting of utility representatives, Utilities Division staff, and 
Office of Consumer Advocate staff is developing rule changes to the Iowa Administra
tive Code to implement these recommendations. 

Respondent: Gordon Dunn 

Tide: Supervisor, Energy Efficiency Section 

Phone number: 515-281-7051 

Address: Iowa State Utilities Board 
Lucas Building 
Des Moines, IA 50319 

(Responses.confirmed by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey- Kansas 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

The Kansas State Corporation Commission (KSCC) permits the utilities a higher 
rate of return on projects that use renewable energy, conservation, or higher efficiency 
than is normally allowed. The increase in allowed rate of return (ROR) ranges from 
0.5% to 2.0%. (The RORs for four major utilities in the state are 10.07% to 11.99%). 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The KSCC reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, determines appropriate 
rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, revenue allocation and rate 
design. 

3.) Supplyffiemand Balance 

Kansas generates 95% of its electricity from coal and 2% from nuclear. The state 
will need peaking power in some regions in the near future. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

In 1987, the KSCC began requesting that the major electric utilities (KG&E, 
KCP&L, Centel, Empire District Electric, and Midwest Energy) file annual load manage
ment reports giving equal status to demand. 

Respondent: Shirley Sicilian 

Tide: Chief, Office of Economic Policy 

Phone number: 913-296-2757 

Address: Kansas Corporation Commission 
4th Floor Docking State Office Bldg. 
Topeka, KS 66612 
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Respondent: Philip Sanchez 

Title: Energy Research Analyst II 

Phone number: 913-296-4195 

Address: Kansas Corporation Commission 
4th Floor Docking State Office Bldg. 
Topeka, KS 66612 

(Responses confinned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey • Kentucky 

1.) Definition and :Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies · 

We know of no current or prospective plans to incorporate environmental externali
ties into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Service Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, deter
mines appropriate rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, revenue 
allocation and rate design. We have no information on the role and jurisdiction of other 
state agencies in the utility planning process. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Kentucky generates approximately 96% of its electricity from coal. The state has 
adequate base capacity through 1998, but may add peak capacity in the form of oil and 
gas-fired combustion turbines over the next eight years. The latest utility forecasts indi
cate that electricity sales will grow an average of 1.6% per year through 1998, with 
annual summer and winter peaks increasing an average of 1.8%. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

The PSC is in the process of developing an integrated resource planning regulation. 
This regulation would require electric utilities to file biennial demand forecasts and 
resource assessment and acquisition plans. An implementation date for this regulation is 
unknown ac the present time. 

Respondent: :Mike Alexander 

Tide: Economist 

Phone number: 502-564-2982 

Address: Kentucky Public Service Commission 
· Research Di•1ision 
P.O. Box 615 
Frankfort, KY 40602 

(Responses confinned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey· Louisiana 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies · 

. . 
We know of no current or prospective plans to incorporate environmental externali-

ties into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning · · 

. The Public Service Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, deter
mines appropriate rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, revenue 
allocation and rate design. We have no information on the role and jurisdiction of other 
state agencies in the utility planning process. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance. 

. 
Louisiana generates approximately 40% of its electricity from gas, 30% from coal, 

and 30% from nuclear. The state has a large excess of capacity and does not expect to 
need base or peak capacity before the year 2000. We have no other information on 
energy and peak deii?-and growth (state or utility), anticipated large acquisitions, or pre
ferred supply strategies (add new capacity, purchases, QFs. IPPs). 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

We have no information on current or prospective plans to develop least cost plan
ning or the role of bidding in meeting new capacity needs. 

Respondent: 

Title: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

Robert Crowe 

Utility Specialist 

504-342-1413 

Louisiana Public Service Commission 
P.O. Box 91154 
Baton Rouge, LA 70821 

(Responses confirmed by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey • Maine 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

In 1988, legislation was proposed (but did not pass) to weight DSM options by 120 
percent to account for their environmental benefits. In April 1990, the Maine legislature 
passed a statute that requires the PUC to conduct an analysis of the environmental 
impacts of alternate energy resource plans in utility proceedings. 9 While no fonnal 
proceeding has been opened, the Commission staff is reviewing this policy area. 

2.) Roles of Utili.ty Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Utilities Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, 
determines appropriate rates of return, approves new power plant construction, revenue 
allocation and rate design, reviews each utility's annual filing of 30-year energy resource 
plan and avoided cost calculation, and monitors cost-effectiveness of energy manage
ment and power purchases. The Office of Public Advocate typically takes part in these 
proceedings. The State Planning Office maintains informal contact with the regulatory 
process. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Maine generates approximately 20% - 25% of its electricity from nuclear and 25% 
from hydro. Another 35% is accounted for by purchases from Canada and non-utility 
generators with the balance being produced from oil. The state does not' plan to add 
much base or peak capacity, but plans to meet the needs through purchases and DSM. 
The utilities' long-term load forecasts project growth in energy sales of about 2.5% per 
year from 1988 to 2003, with no new utility DSM. With QF buy/sell contracts, netted 
out, growth is 1.7% .per year, with peak load growing by 776 NfW or 2.2% per year. 
Substantial portions of these added loads will be met with DSM. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

The PUC has the authority to order utilities to inve.st in conservation. Utilities must 
submit quanerly and annual reports co recover their conservation investments. The PUC 
has adopted three tests for evaluating the benefits of conservation: the All Ratepayers 
Test, the Rate Impact Test, and the Societal Test The PUC reviews conservation perfor-
mance during general rate cases. · 

Maine has also implemented competitive bidding. The Commission encourages a 
hands off bidding process. U.tilities wisbing to construct, purchase or contract for genera
tion or transmission facilities may be required co show that they have solicited competing 
bids. Utilities annually calculate, with Commission review, the 30-year avoided costs 
associated with two successive load decrements of 50 MW each, or 10% of peak 

9 Chapter 110, PNS "Act to Require PUC to Conduct Analysis of a Comparative Environmental and Economic 
,Impacts of Alternate Energy ResoW"Ce Plans in Utility Proceedings," April 1990. 
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demand, whichever is less.· The resulting cost streams are, in effect. the base price, 
against which competing bids will be evaluated. The energy resource plan used in the 
calculation of avoided costs must reflect a joint optimization of demand- and supply-side 
resources. 

Respondent: 

Title: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

Richard Parker 

Senior Utility Planner 

207-289-3831 

Public Utilities Commission 
242 State St. 
Augusta. :ME 04333 

(Responses con£nned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey - Maryland 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

The utilities, the Public Service Commission of Maryland, the Office of Natural 
Resources, and the cogeneration industry are engaged in a collaborative process to decide 
how to weight environmental costs in a proposed bidding process. The PUC is also 
preparing a separate white paper on how to quantify externalities, particularly environ
mental ones. Up until now, the costs have been assumed to be zero since these factors 
were not weighted. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility- Regulation and Re5{)urce 
Planning 

The Public Service Commissio~ reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, deter
mines appropriate rates of rerum, and approves new power plant construction, revenue 
allocation and rate design. The Departments of Natural Resources, Environment, Tran
sponation, Economic and Employment Development, Agriculture, and State Planning 
participate in certification of new power plant construction. 

3.) Supply/Demand Ba~ance 

Maryland generates more than 50% of its electricity from coal, with the balance 
coming from nuclear, oil, and gas. The state needs additional base and peaking capacity. 
As of 1989, the utilities in the state project peak demand will grow 5500 M,W by 2003. 
To respond to this growth, the utilities are planning to build or purchase 4400 MW of 
generating capacity and implement measures to reduce peak demand by approximately 
1350 MW. 

4.) Re5{)urce Planning and Acquisition 

Since 1976, utilities have been required to file an annual load forecast and long 
range plan which includes "adequate provisions to promote energy conservation". These 
forecasts are reviewed and evaluated by the Commission. If deemed appropriate, the 
Commission shall require revisions to these plans. Utilities must also file a permit for 
new power plant construction two years before starting construction and must justify the 
construction as the least cost option. One utility in Maryland, Delmarva Power and 
Light, has developed a proposal for competitive bidding. Bidding is also under con
sideration by the other large utilities in the state. 

Respondent: Mary Beth Tighe 

Tide: Assistant Director for Least-Cost Planning 
Rate Research and Economics Division 

Phone nwnber: 301-333-6024 
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Addn:ss: Public Servic: Commission of Maryland 
American Building 
231State Commission East B~timore Street 
Baltimore, MD 21202-3486 

(Responses confirmed by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey· Massachusetts 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State ·Agencies 

\ 

f A year ago, the Department of Public U tiliries announced a policy of requiring the 
/consideration of environmental externalities explicitly in utilities' analyses and decisions 
j regarding the development or procurez:nent of demand and supply resources. In response, 

\ the utilities formed a collaborative working group with other interested parries to explore 
.approaches to quantifying environmental costs. In December 1989, in a rule-making on 

L (an integrated resource management process for electtic companies, the PUC proposed 
~\ \)alternative approaches for incorporating environmental externalities. The PUC intends to 

,)\. , } \ adopt a schem~ that valu7s externalitie: similar!y across electric companies, as part of 
·~ ::- \least cost planmng regulanons to be put m place m 1990. 

'\ 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Department of Public Utilities reviews the prudency of utility invesrrnents and 
expenditures on generation and demand-side programs, determines appropriate rates of 
rerum, establishes rate design, and approves cost recovery for new power plant consrruc
tion and generation and demand-side programs. Utilities file an annual forecast and sup
ply plan with the Energy Facilities Siting Council (EFSC). These two agencies have 
recently developed a coordinated integrated resource management process that haS just 
been set forth in proposed regulations. The process would involve the two agencies in a 
process governing the electric companies' planning for and. procurement of supply and 
demand resources. Additionally, the legislature passed an acid rain bill to cap sulfur 
dioxide emissions from powerplants. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

MassachusettS generates approximately 45% of its electricity from oil, 30% from 
nuclear, 10% from coal, and 8% from natural gas. The state needs additional base and 
peak capacity. We have no other information on energy and peak demand growth (state 
or utility), anticipated large acquisitions, or preferred supply strategies (add new capa
city, purchases, QFs, IPPs). 
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4.) Resource P!anning and Acquisition 

At present, utilities are required to file an annual forecast and supply plan with the 
EFSC. Each utility conducts annual bidding, even if it. has excess capacity. Bids are sol
icited from QFs. The minimum bid that a utility must solicit is the incremental capacity 
for a twenty year load forecast or 5% of the previous year's peak demand, whichever is 
larger. Bids are evaluated based on capacity, endurance, security, price, and operation 
indices. The utility then selects the highest ranked bids. 

If the proposed integrated resourc·e management regulations are adopted in a fashion 
similar to the proposal, electric companies would be required to develop a resource plan 
in response to forecasted need for new resources. The utilities would be required to bid 
fixed price terms for its demand and supply proposals. Other demand-side and genera
tion pz:oviders would make proposals in competition. All offerings (utility and non
utility) would be judged by criteria pre-approved by the PUC. The evaluation criteria 
would include price and non-price components, including environmental externalities. 

Respondent: 

Tide: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

Susan Tierney 

Commissioner 

617-727-3520 

Massachusetts Deparonent of Public Utilities 
100 Cam bridge S t 
Boston, MA 02202 

(Responses con:fumed by mail) 
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State Cort:unission Environmental Externality Survey· IVlichigan · 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Ptanning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

The Public Service Commission is developing methods for .including and quantify
ing envirorunental externalities in the utilities' integrated resource plans. These criteria 
arc expected to be used in review of the major electric utilities' integrated resource plans 
that will be submitted in .December, 1991 and June, 1992. The December, 1989 and June 
1990 plans should consider externalities in an intensive manner. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
P!anning 

The PSC reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, detennines appropriate rates 
of return, revenue allocation, and rate design, but>does not have the authority to approve 
new power plant construction. We have no information on the role and jurisdiction of 
other state agencies in the utility planning process. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Michigan generates 80% of its electricity from coal and 17.5% from nuclear. The 
state has sufficient peaking capacity, but expects to need more baseload capacity in the 
mid-1990s. Energy and peak demand growth (state or utility), anticipated large acquisi
tions, or preferred supply srrategies (add new capacity, purchases, QFs, IPPs) are 
reviewed in the Michigan Energy Options Srudy (MEOS). 

4.) Resource Ptanning and Acquisition 

Michigan's two major utilities, Detroit Ed.ison and Consumer Power Company, will 
be filing the state's first least cost utility plans in December, 1989 and August, 1990. T.ne 
Commission is currently trying to establish planning review for all other electric and gas 
utilities. 

Respondent: Ronald Callen 

Title: Technical Assistant to the Director of Planning 

Phone number. 517-334-6431 

Address: Michigan Public Service Commission 
6545 Mercantile, PO Box 30221 
Lansing, Michigan 48909 

(Responses confirmed by mail). 
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.· :. State Commission Environmental Externality Survey· l\'Iinnesota 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

For over ten years, the state of Minnesota has incorporated envrronmental con
siderations into its Certificate of Need process. Envrronmental externalities such as acid 
rain and global wanning have been considered in need cases. In December 1989, the 
Public Utilities Commission proposed a resource planning rule that would incorporate 
envrronmental· considerations. Additionally, in order to reduce the damage from acid 
rain, the legislature passed a bill in 1986 that cups sulfur dioxide emissions from the 
state's two main power plants. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Utilities Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, 
determines appropriate rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, reve
nue allocation and rate design. The Deparnnent of Public Service and the Environmental 

'Quality Board review the Advance Forecast Reports submitted by the utilities. The 
Department of Public Service and the Office of the Attorney General are among the state 
agencies that routinely intervene in Commission dockets. The Environmental Quality 
Board sites power plants and routes transmission lines. The Pollution Control Agency 
and the Department of Natural Resources issue permits for new facilities. All of the 
above agencies probably will participate in the proposed resource planning process. We 
have no information on the role and jurisdiction of other state agencies in the utility plan
ning process. 

3.) Supplyfi?emand Balance 

Minnesota generates approximately 50% of its electricity from coal, 25% from 
nuclear, and purchases another 20%. The state does not expect co add peak or baseload 
capacity until the mid 1990s. The lastest (combined) utility forecast (July 1989) indi
cates annual sales growth co be about 1.7% through 2003. Peak demand growth is 
expected co average about 1.6% in the summer and 1.4% in the winter through 2003. 
Utilities appear to be building new facilities as a last resort. The state's largest utility has 
expressed a strong interes~ in life extensions, purchased power, and demand-side 
management. Large utilities are required b.y statute co make significant investmentS in 
conservation improvement pro.grums. There has been only modest QF and IPP develop
ment in :Minnesota. 
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4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

A least cost planning bill was introduced into the legislature in 1987, but did not 
pass. The Commission currently is proposing resource planning rules under existing sta
tutory authority. The rule would permit but not mandate a competitive bidding process. 
The Commission's decision will consist of findings and conclusions that will be used in 
subsequent regulatory processes. Resource planning filings will be submitted every other 
year. As indicated earlier, all large power plants and .transmission lines proposed for 
construction in Minnesota must be certified by the Commission as to need prior to con
struction. All resource options, including demand reduction, are considered in that pro
cess. 

In 1989, the Legislature shifted administrative authority over conservation improve
ment programs to the Department of Public Service. Each decision is subject to possible 
appeal to the Commission. Utilities must file a Conservation Improvement Plan with the 
PUC. The PUC can order utilities to invest in conservation, rather than new generating 
capacity, if they think that it is the least expensive option. We have no other information 
on current or prospective plans to develop least cost planning or the role of bidding in 
meeting new capacity needs. 

Respondent: 

Title: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

Sus an Mackenzie 

Rates Analyst 

612-297-4562 

Minnesota Public Utilities Commission 
American Center Building 
Kellogg and Robert Sts 
Saint Paul, MN 55101 

(Responses con:finned by mail) 
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, State Commissimi Environmental Externality Suney- ~lississippi 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratema.king 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

There are no current plans to. incorporate environmental externalities into the utility 
planning process . 

. 2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and R~urce 
Planning 

The Pub~c Service Commission reviews the prudency of utility expendirures, deter
mines appropriate rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, revenue 
allocation and rate design. No other state agencies have a roll or jurisdiction in the utility 
planning process. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Mississippi generates most of its electricity from a mix of natural gas, coal, and 
some fuel oil. Mississippi also has a 33% allocation from Grand Gulf Nuclear Facility 
located in Mississippi but owned by System Energy Resources. The state has large 
excesses of capacity and does not expect to need additional baseload. or peak capacity 
within the next several years.· No other state agencies have a role or jurisdiction in the 
utility planning process except the State Department of Energy which· has limited areas 
of responsibility. 

4.) Resource ?tanning and Acquisition 

There are no current plans to develop least cost planning or the role of bidding in 
meeting new capacity needs. 

Respondent: 

Tide: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

C. Keith Howle 

Director of Administrative Service 

601-961-5476 

Mississippi Public Service Commission 
P.O. Box 1174 
Jackson, MS 39215-1174 

(Responses con:finned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey - I\tlissouri 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

The Missouri Public Service Commission has recendy begun a comprehensive 
review of its oversight of the strategic resource planning activities of electric utilities 
under its jurisdiction. The first step in this process was to establish the Electric Strategic 
Resource Planning Project team whose mission is to gather information, identify policy 
options, and make recommendations to the Commission. Although the mandate of the 

· project team is broader than just environmental issues, the impact of potential environ
mental constraints is certainly a major consideration in developing Commission policy 
on resource planning oversight. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

In the context of "routine" rate cases, the Public Service Commission Staff submits 
testimony on the prudency of utility expenditures, appropriate rate of return, class cost 
allocations, and rate design. The Office of Public Counsel (entirely separate from PSC 
staff) also enters testimony on these issues. Although the State of Nlissouri sometimes 
intervenes in rate cases as a utility consumer, no other stare agencies are typically 
involved in most rate case work. 

Commission authority over siting and certification of new facilities is rather limited. 
The only time a utility is actually required to obtain advance certification for a new facil
ity is in· instances where the facility is to be located outside the utility's certificated ser
vice territory. Both of the major nuclear plant cases to come before the Commission 
(Union .Electric Company Callaway Plant and Kansas City Power & Light Company 
Wolf Creek Plant) were located outside the company's service territory and thus did 
require certification hearings. 

Although the State Department of Narural Resources has the authority to regulate 
air quality, water quality, and solid waste disposal, these requirementS are not explicidy 
integrated into the resource planning process and the DNR does not have any direct 
authority over utility resource planning. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

The Nlidwestern region still has ample baseload capacity but current plans call for 
some additions of peaking capacity by the mid-nineties. Since Missouri generates over 
75% of its electricity from coal, and since some of these planes are relatively dirty, the 
potential impact of acid rain legislation is large. To the extent that new emission con
straints affect net plant capacities or availability. rates, they will hasten the need for new 
capacity. 
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4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Least cost planning bills were introduced into the legislature in 1987, 1988 but did 
not pass. A major reason for this is that they included a provision giving the Commission 
authority to cancel plants. This provision was championed by the Office of Public Coun
sel but the Commission was reluctant to suppon it. Naturally, the utilities vehemently 
opposed it. Currently, the only resource plan filing requirements in effect have been 
ordered on a case-by-case basis. PURPA standards have been formally adopted for each 
utility that has filed a general rate case since 1979, but one company has not filed a case 
since then and so is not yet technically subject to the PURP A standards. Commission 
orders in this area so far have been very general. In t'\Vo cases, the companies have been 
required to file annual reports that describe their "conservation and load management" 
activities, but no specific goals, standards, or methods have been adopted. 

As noted in item 1 above, a Strategic Planning Project Team was established last 
summer (1989) to begin a comprehensive review of Commission policy in this area. Tne 
mission of this team is fourfold: 1) Research and document the legal and legislative 
basis for Commission authority and jurisdiction. 2) Document the current state of the an 
and practice of strategic resource planning at each jurisdictional electric company. 3) 
Document the starutory and legal basis, as well as the procedural mechanisms used by 
selected other state regulatory agencies to carry out their oversight of the resource plan
ning process. 4) Lay out a menu of policy options, analyze the pros and cons of each, 
and make recommendations to the Commission about how to proceed. 

Current schedules call tasks 1) through 3) to be completed by late winter (Feb-Mar), 
with the final report and recommendations due by _early next summer (June-July). How
ever, an unusually heavy baseload over the next several months delay this schedule. 
Currently, the Commission staff reviews long-range resource plans, as well as conserva
tion and load management reports, either within the context of rate cases or on an infor
mal basis. However, the Commission has recently formed a staff project team to review 
the strategic resource planning process of the investor owned electric utilities, and antici
pates opening a generic resource planning docket in the near future and reviewing 
resource plans on a more regular process in the near future. 

Respondent: Martin Turner 

Tide: Manager, Research & Planning 

Phone number. 314-751-7523 

Address: Missouri Public Service Commission 
P.O. Box 360 
Jefferson City, .Nlissouri 65102 

(Responses confirmed by mail) 
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State Comrnis.5ion Environmental Externality Survey - iViontana 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation· and Resource 
Planning 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Respondent: We received no response from the Montana PSC. 

Tide: 

Phone number. 

Address: 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey· Nevada 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Raternaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

Environmental and economic externalities are considered in a qualitative fashion by 
the Commission. "When new capacity is needed, the commission shall determine 
whether the (utility's) plan adequately demonstrates the economic, environmental, and 
other benefits to this state and to the customers of the utility associated with conserva
tion, load management, improvements in efficiency, renewable energy; and hydrogenera-
tion."10 . 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Service Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, deter
mines appropriate rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, revenue 
allocation and rate design. We have no information on the role and jurisdiction of other 
state agencies in the utility planning process. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Nevada generates 60% - 65% Qf its electricity from coal and about 15% from gas, 
with the balance coming from imports and oil. The state needs both baseload and peak 
capacity. With regard to Nevada Power Company (southern Nevada)1 the system peak 
load in summer will increase at an average annual growth rate of approximately 3.2%, 
including demand-side program effects. For Sierra Pacific Power Company (northern 
Nevada), system sales are expected to increase 4.5% per year from 1990 to 1994 and 
1.6% per year from 1995 to 2008. Resource requirements will be met with demand-side 
programs, new utility capacity, interruptibility purchases, qualifying facilities, and possi
bly independent power producers (IPPs). 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Comprehensive least cost legislation passed in 1983. Utilities must file long range 
plans every three ye:ll"S. The hearing on each utility plan is open co all interested parties 
and the PUC can order the utility co resubmit an amended plan. · 

The Commission has not issued any bidding procedures, but Sierra Pacific Power 
Company has issued a RFP for QF capacity. No explicit evaluation criteria or avoided 
cost is included. We do not know whether the Commission will overrule this bidding 
procedure. 

Respondent: C. Kirby Lampley 

Tide: Deputy Commissioner 

Phone number. 702-687-6080 

10 Nevada Senate Bill No. 497, July 1989. 
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Address: Public Service Commission of Nevada 
727 Fairview Dr. 
Carson City, NV 89710 

(Responses confinned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey- New Hampshire 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ra.temaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

While there is proposed legislation that states the Commission "may consider" 
environmental externalities in revie'YVing least cost plans, this has noc been put into prac
tice. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Utilities Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, 
determines appropriate rates of return, revenue allocation and rate design and reviews 
and approves or disapproves required utili_ty least cost planning filings. The Siting Board 
approves new power plant construction. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 
New Hampshire generates approximately 30% of its electricity from oil, 30% from 

coal, 10% from QFs, and gets the remainder from out-of-state purchases. With Seabrook 
in operation, about 30% of generation will be nuclear. The state will need peaking capa
city in the near future if Seabrook is not on line, but does not expect to need baseload 
capacity for about ten years. The utilities' least cost planning filings in :May 1989 pro
vide information on future utility acquisitions, ·energy and peak demand growth, and uril
ity resource planning strategies. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 
Since 1989, the Commission has required that utilities file biennial least cost 

resource plans with a fifteen year load forecast. The resource plan must integrate 
demand-side and supply-side options and include a two-year implementation plan. The 
Commission has the authority co require utilities to resubmit amended plans. Individual 
negotiations with qualifying facilities and independent power producers cake place 'Nithin 
and outside individual utility bidding programs. The PUC has no preference for bidding. 
In reviewing utility least cost plans, the e~phasis has been on ensuring that utilities use 
consistent criteria for evaluating demand- and supply-side options and that they select 
options from a broad and comprehensive sec of possibilities. The Commission's least 
cost planning regulations require utilities co make biennial filings demonstrating that they 
have have evaluated both demand- and supply-side resources consistently. 

Respondent: 

Tide: 

Phone number. 

Address: 

Janet Gail Besser 

Utility Analyst for Energy Planning 

603-271-2431 

Public Utilities Commission 
8 Old Suncook Rd 
Concord, NH 03 301 

(Responses con:fiimed by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey· New Jersey 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

When utilities need capacity, they use annual bidding to acquire capacity from QFs 
and IPPs. Weighting factors for the initial bidding program were arrived at as pan of a 
stipulation of agreement between utilities, QF representatives, and Board of Public Utili
ties (BPU) staff. There are three categories in the bidding process: economic issues 
(maximum of 55%), non-economic issues (minimum of 20%), and proj~t viability 
{mjnjmwn of 25%). Non-economic issues include environmental issues and fuel 
efficiency. In a recent bid, environmental factors and energy efficiency were each 
weighted at one percent o~ the total bidding points by Public Service Electric &' Gas 
Company (PSE&G). The RFP released by Rockland Electric Company (RECO) in 
August 1989 provided a weighting of up to 15% for meeting special environmental cri
teria. Jersey Central Power & Light Company's (JCP&L) RFP released in June 1989 
contained a weighting of up to 2% for reduced NO emissions and up to 4% for higher 

. X 
levels of fuel effiCiency. 

During the summer of 1989, JCP&L went out to bid for 270 1vfW, PSE&G went out 
to bid for 200 :MW, and RECO solicited bids for 100 to 150 M'N. The preliminary award 
groups consisted of25.5 MW ofDSM projects for JCP&L, 47 MW ofDSM for PSE&G, 
and 6.4 MW ofDSM for RECO. Contracts are currently being negotiated. 

The next round of utility RFPs is scheduled to be submitted for review by the BPU 
this summer. It is anticipated that me weightings of environmental factors will again be 
an issue in the review. 

New Jersey also has a Certificate of Need (CON) process for all utility constructed 
plants over 100 :MW, or 25% capacity additions to existing utilities, whichever is smaller. 
Pan of the evaluation required within the CON is an assessment of the environmental 
effects of the proposed facility. No specific criteria or weightings are mandated in the 
procedure. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Board of Public Utilities reviews the prudency of utility expenditures (includ-
. ing power purchase contracts), determines appropriate rates of rerum, and revenue allo

cation and rate design. The Depamnem of Energy Planning and Conservation (DEPC), 
which was previously responsible for some of these activities, was merged with the BPU 
in August, 1989. 
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3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

New Jersey generates approximately 25% of its electricity from coal, 20%-30% 
from nuclear, 10%-20% from oil and gas and non-utility generators, a large portion of 
which is coal-fired. Approximately 2000 :MW of new non-utility baseload are either 
under construction or in the planning stages with approved purchase power contracts. 
The state also needs additional peak capacity, which it plans to meet from non-utility 
sources. One 75 "MW combustion turbine is under construction and the remainder of the 
peak capacity is expected to be met with either non-utility sources or demand-side 
management While the bulk of the incremenrar supply needs in the 90s is expected to be 
met by QF and IPP development, the utilities have entered into several short term pur
chases from neighboring utilities to bridge the gap until projected QFs come on line. The 
Board is considering incentive ratema.king mechanisms to foster expanded development 
of conservation projects, which will hopefully mitigate the need for new generation. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Utilities are required to file annual long range resource plans, including non-utility 
supply- and demand-side project bidding programs. The Board can accept. modify, or 
reject the plans. However, the utility can build a new power plant without purring it in 
the resource plan, but the power plant must still meet a least cost test in order to be 
included in the rate base. Utilities are also required to file biennial conservation plans 
with the BPU, which can require the utility to resubmit an amended plan. Mod.ifi.carions 
to these plans can be proposed at any rime, subjectto BPU review. Bidding procedures 
are discussed in the section above on externalities. 

Respondent Scott Weiner 

Title: President. Board of Public Utilities 

Phone number. 201-648-2013 

Address: Board of Public Utilities 
Two Gateway Center 
Newark, NJ 07102 

Respondent: 

Tide: 

Robert Chilton 

Chief, Bureau of Rates & Tariffs 
Electric Division 

Phone number. 201-648-3621 

Ad.ciress: Board of Public Utilities 
Two Gateway Center 
Newark, NJ 07102 

(Responses con:finned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey· New Mexico 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externali.ties in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

We know of no current or prospective plans to incorporate environmental externali
ties into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and. )1esDurce 
Planning .. 

The Public Service Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures. deter
mines appropriate rates of rerum. and approves new power plant construction. revenue 
allocation and rate design. We have no information on the role and jurisdiction of other 
state agencies in the utility planning process. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

New Mexico generates approximately 90% of its electricity from coal and 10% 
from natural gas. The state has large excesses of baseload and peak capacity and dces 
not expect to add resources in the 1990s. We have no other information on energy and 
peak demand growth (state or utility) or preferred supply strategies (add new capacity, 
purchases, QFs. IPPs). 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

The Commission must approve construction permirs, but does not analyze proposed 
construction on a least cost basis. We have no information on current or prospective 
plans to develop least cost planning or the role of bidding in meeting new capacity needs. 

Respondent: Buddy McDowell· 

Tide: Utility Compliance Specialist 

Phone number: 505-827-6940 

Address: Public Service Commission 
Post Office Box 2205 
Santa Fe, Ni\187504-2205 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey- New York 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

The New York Public Service Commission (NYPSC) has been overseeing the 
development of bidding programs to acquire new resources by the state's seven 
investor-owned utilities. Environmental impacts are explicitly included among the fac
tors considered in selected winning bids. The NYPSC's Opinions that established guide
lines for utility bidding programs articulated t\Vo key principles relating to environmental 
factors: 1") all permittable projects are not environmentally equal and thus inferior pro
jects should be penalized accordingly, an¢ 2) the weights for environmental factors rela
tive to each other and relative to other non-environmental factors (e.g .• price) should be 
based on the. costs of mitigating the environmental impacts. Based on a NYPSC staff 
analysis that assesses the environmental impact, a credit in the bidding evaluation pro
cess of up to 1.4 cents per kWh (approximately t\Venty-four percent of the utility's 
avoided cost) is given for resources with lower environmental impacts than coal. 11 The 
credits assigned to air emissions are the costs of offsetting or preventing those emissions 
at other existing facilities. For carbon dioxide, the credit is based on 20 percent of cost 
of reforestation to sequester the emissions. Credits for water and land use impacts are 
based on studies published by Bonneville Power A.dministration. 

Table A-3. NYPSC externality cost estimates used in bidding systems. 

Externality Mitigation Cost 
(ilkWh) 

Air Emissions 
S u1fur Oxides 0.250 
Nitrogen Oxides 0.550 
Carbon Dioxides 0.10 
Particulates 0.005 

Water Impacts 0.10 
Land Use 0.40 

Total 1.405 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and ResDurce 
Planning 

Il New York Public Service Commission (NYPSC). April 12, 1989. "Opinion and Order Establishing Guide
lines for Bidding Program," CJ.Se 88-E-241, Proceeding on Marion of the Commission (established in Opinion No. 
88-15) as to the guidelines for bidding to meet fuwre electric c:1paciry needs of Or:mge and Rocldand Utilities, Inc., 
89-7. 
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The Public Service Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, deter
mines appropriate rates of rerum, and approves new power plant construction, revenue 
allocation and rate design. The State Energy Office, the Department of Environmental 
Conservation, and the Department of Public Service prepared a State Energy Plan in 
1989 which gUides the state utility planning through the year 2010 and establishes goals 
for DSM programs. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

New York needs both baseload. and peak capacity in the near future. We do not 
know what the predominant electricity-producing fuels are and we have no other infor
mation on energy and peak demand growth (state or utility), anticipated large acquisi
tions, or preferred supply strategies (add new capacity, purchases, QFs, IPPs). 

4.) R~urce Ptanning and Acquisition 

A Commission ruling12 permits the NYPSC to require utilities to invest in load 
management and conservation. In December 1986, the Commission staff released guide
lines for utility demand-side management programs, recommending that utilities invest 
0.25% of their revenues in conservation. 

If utilities need capacity, they solicit bids from QFs and IPPs on a biennial basis. In 
1989, the Commission directed the utilities co offer a common sec of full scale DSM pro
grams and submit cost-effectiveness assessment of more aggressive DSM programs by 
July 1990 (New York PSC, Opinion 89-15). The utilities are given substantial leeway co 
choose bids that best fit their needs. 

ReS-pondent: 

Title: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

S ury N. Putta 

Principal Policy Analyst 

518-474-5368 

S rate of New York 
Department of Public Service 
Office of En,ergy Conservation and Environment 
Tirree Empire State Plaza 
Albany, NY 12223 

(Responses con:finned by mail) 

12 New YorX: Public Service Commission (NYPSC). ~fay 1984 Opinion No. 84-15. 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey- North Carolina 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State AgencieS 

Currently, there are no regulations governing the incorporation of environmental 
externalities into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Nonh Carolina Utilities Commission reviews the prudency of utiliry expendi
tures, detennines appropriate rates of rerum, and approves new power plant construction, 
revenue allocation and rate design. Prior to construction of a generating unit in Nonh 
Carolina, utilities must obtain numerous pennits from the Nonh Carolina Department of 
Environment, Health and N arural Resources. The pennits are for a pollutant discharge 
elimination system, waste water treatment system, ground water monitoring well, dredg
ing and filling, solid and sanitary waste disposal, and an erosion and sediment control 
plan. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Nonh Carolina generates approximately 35-40% of its electticity from coal and 50-
55% from nucle::rr. The state has adequate baseload capacity, but will need additional 
peaking capacity in five to seven years, which will be met by a combination of pumped 
storage hydroelectric, combustion turbines, purchases, and other unspecified sources. 
Peak demand growth is projected to range from 2.0-3.0% over the next fifteen years. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

In December, 1988, the Commission set fonh guidelines for utilities to submit Least 
Cost Integrated Resource Plan filings. The plans were filed and have been reviewed by 
the Public Staff from a data and planning process adequacy standpoint. He::rrings are 
scheduled to begin on January 9, 1990, with further guidance from the Commission 
regarding both current and prospective least cost plans anticipated at that time. 

Respondent: James McLawhorn 

Tide: Engineer, Electric Division 

Phone number. 919-733-2267 
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Address: Utilities Commission 
P.O. Box 29520 
Raleigh, NC 27626-0520 

(Responses confirmed by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey- North Dakota 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

We know of no current or prospective plans to incorporate environmental externali
ties into the utility planning process. We are aware that seven of the state's t\Velve coal 
plants have scrubbers, but we do not know if the others will have scrubbers insta.Iied in 
response to state or federal legislation. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning · 

The Public Service Commission reviews the prudency of utility expend.irures, deter
mines appropriate rates of return, and approves new power plant and transmission line 
construction, revenue allocation and rate design. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

North Dakota generates most of its electricity from coal, but does have 450 MW of 
hydro. The state has plenty of ba.seload, but may need additional peak capacity in the 
near future. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acqujsition 

The three major utilities file an annual ten year projection of loads and supply-side 
resources along with a report on their conservation activities. The Commission has 
ordered utilities to implement least cost-planning. 

Respondent: 

Title: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

Jerry Lein 

Staff Engineer 

701-224-4D80 

North Dakota Public Service Commission 
State Capitol 
Bismarck, ND 58505-0480 

(Responses confinned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey- Ohio 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

In detennining the reasonableness of integrated resource plans, there is a category, 
separate from the cost analysis, for qualitative consideration of environmental impacts 
and_ associated costs. We know of no other current or prospective plans to incorporate 
environmental externalities inca the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Utilities Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, 
detemrines appropriate rates of rerum, approves revenue allocation and rate design, and 
determines the reasonableness of the long-term demand forecast and the integrated 
resource plan· to meet that demand. The PUC's rulings on these integrated resource plans 
serve as the basis for the determination of need for new power plane consnuction. 

The Power Siring Board approves new power plant and gas and electric transmis
sion line construction based on an evaluation of the environmen.tal impacts of the pro
posed facility and a consideration of the PUC's determination of the need for additional 
capacity. The Board not only determines the nature of potential environmental impact 
but determines that. the facility has the minimum adverse impact given the nature and 
economics of alternatives. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Ohio generates approximately 90% of its electricity from coal and 8% from nuclear. 
Some areas of the state need additional peaking capacity and may need more baseload 
capacity in a few years. Summer peak demand for the scace was approximately 26,435 
i\1W in 1989. Twenty year projections submitted co the PUC by utilities show a scare
wide peak load of approximately 32,991 iV1W by 2009, while the PUC staff's indepen
dent forecast is for approximately 31,183 iV1W. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Since 1983, utilities have been required co submit annual twenty-year forecasts of 
energy and demand and resource plans to meet the demand. As a benchmark, the PUC 
staff annually prepares an independent forecast of energy and demand for the scare. In 
1989, the PUC adopted rules requiring development of an integrated resource plan co 
meet the twenty-year forecast of demand. Th.ese rules require the utility to assess the 
expected costs, performance and reliability of all reasonable and practical supply-side 
and demand- side options available to the utility. The cost-effectiveness of these plans 
are evaluated by comparing the revenue requirement and r.ue impacts of the selected plan 
with those of alternative plans. Integrated resource plans are filed biennially, and formal 
proceedings are held at least once every five years to review the adequacy of the filings. 
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Respondent: 

Tide: 

Phone number. 

Address: 

Kerry Stroup 

Chief, Forecasting Division . 

614-466-7990 

Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 East Broad Street 
Columbus, OH 43266-0573 

(Responses confirmed by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey g Oklahoma 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

We know of no current or prospective plans to incorporate envirorunental externali
ties into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Oklahoma Corporation Commission reviews the prudency of utility expendi
tures, determines appropriate rates of return, and approves revenue allocation and rate 
design. State statutes do not require or authorize prior approval of new power plant con
struction by the Commission. It would be up to the Commission to raise the issue, if 
there was a question as to whether the power plant was necessary and belonged in the 
rate base. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Oklahoma generates approximately half of its electricity from coal and half· from 
gas. The state has an excess of capacity and does noc expect to add base or peak power 
within the next few years. Information on energy and peak demand growth (state or util
ity) or preferred supply strategies (add new capacity, purchases, QFs, .IPPs) is collected 
from all known sources and reported every two years. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Oklahoma does not have an official least cost planning policy, but does have aggres
sive DSM programs to avoid building new capacity. Bidding was considered several 
years ago by the Commission, but was not implemented. 

Respondent: Glen Gregory 

Tide: Senior Utility Rate Analyst 

Phone number: 405-521-4467 

Address: Oklahoma Corporation Commission 
Tun Thorpe Office Building 
Oklahoma City, OK 73105 

(Respo·nses confinned by mail). 



State Commission EnvironmentaLExternality Survey· Oregon 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

The PUC's least cost planning order states that environmental externalities must be 
recognized in the development of each utility's plan. 13 Unlike other states where the 
PUC is responsible for quantifying environmental externality costs, Oregon puts the 
responsibility on the utilities. Since these costs are uncenain and also subjective, the 
utilitie~ are required to present ~ese costs separately from conveptional accounting costs 
and to give a range of expected values. This process of valuing environmental externali
ties is designed to be flexible and open to review. Effects on economic development will 
not be considered by the PUC. 

Pacific Power and Light (l'P&L) was the first utility to file a long-tenn integrated 
resource plan .under the new order and addressed environmental externalities in the fol
lowing fashion: 1) included a scenario in its sensitivity analysis in which C02 emissions 
from PP&L's existing and new generating facilities would be reduced by 20% from 1988 
levels by the year 2005. Under this scenario, the utility found that it made sense to pro
mote repowering of existing facilities and acquiring more renewable resources compared 
to the basecase, and; 2) .~ a check on the robusmess of the relative ran.k:ing of resources 
in individual scenarios, PP&L added a combustion tax of 10 mills/kWh to the cost of 
fossil-fired resources to see if that would alter resource ranking. 

Oregon also has a state law that requires development of a strategy to achieve a 
20% reduction in greenhouse gases (based on 1988 levels) by 2005.14 The strategy will 
be part of the Oregon Department of Energy's (ODOE) Biennial Energy Plan in 1991. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Utility Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, deter
mines appropriate rates of return, and approves revenue allocation and rate design. The 
Energy Facilities Siting Council (EFSC) approves new power plant construction in the 
state, and the PUC may intervene in EFSC proceedings. ODOE prepares a biennial 
energy plan for the state. The plan covers all fuels and is noc utility-specific. The recom
mendations in ODOE's plan are noc binding on the PUC or the utilities. New utility 
resources sited in Oregon would be subject to other regulation (such as Department of 
Environmental Quality and land use planning requirements), but those agencies have noc 
been active in the PUC's least cost planning process. 

1:3 Oregon Public Utility Commission. April 20, 1989. ·~order No. 89-507 Before the Public Utility Commission 
of Oregon - UM 180, n Portland. Oregon. 

14 Oregon Senate Bill No. 576. 1989. "An Act Relating to Global Warming; Amends ORS 469.060;" 
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3.) Supplyffiemand Balance 

The PUC regulates ·three investor-owned electric utilities, which together serve 
about 80 percent of customers in the state. Portland General Electric (PGE) and Pacific 
Power and Light (Pacific) are primarily thermal-based systems; Idaho Power supplies 
most of its power from hydro resources. With existing resources, PGE and Pacific can 
meet projected energy loads (medium forecast) until 1994 and 1995, respectively. Idaho 
Power is expected to be energy-surplus through 2008. Lost opportunity resources and 
system efficiency improvements are the resources likely to be targeted first. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition --· 
The PUC's least cost planning requirements apply to investor-owned electric and 

gas utilities operating in the state. Pacific made the first filing in November 1989, and 
PUC action on the·plan is expected in early 1990. The PUC can acknowledge the plan or 
request modification. Acknowledgment does not guarantee favorable rate-making treat
ment for resources in the plan. PUC staff is investigating the use of competitive bidding 
by electric utilities to acquire new resourc::s. A staff recommendation regarding PUC 
policies or rules for competitive bidding is expected by mid-1990. 

Respondent: 

Title: 

Phone number. 

Address: 

Lee S parting 

Manager, Electric Rates and Planning 

503-378-6137 

Public Utility Commission of Oregon 
Labor & Industries Bldg 
Salem, OR 97310 

(Responses confinned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey· Pennsylvania 

L) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Rate~aking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

There is a Public Utility Commission order15 that, when evaluating demand 
management programs with benefit-cost ratios near or less than one, utilities must expli
citly consider additional factors such as social or philosophical concerns. How they are to 
be included is not specified. Some utilities use them qualitatively as part of a screening 
process within the integrated resource planning framework. There are currently no plans 
to explicitly incorporate environmental externalities into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Utility Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, deter
mines appropriate rates of rerum, and approves revenue allocation and rate design. The 
Commission has no authority to approve or disapprove new plant construction. We have 
no information on the role and jurisdiction of other state agencies in the utility planning 
process .. 

· 3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

In 1988, Pennsylvania utilities generated 127.6 billion 1cilowatt hours, 66% attribut
able to coal and 27% to nuclear. Planned capacity additions amount to 4,406 megawatts 
through 2008, including 2,283 megawatts of combustion turbine and combined cycle 
capacity and 2,123 megawatts of base load coal-fired capacity. The first peaking unit is 
expected to come on line in 1994 and the next base load unit is tentatively planned for 
2002. In the aggregate, Pennsylvania's energy demand is expected to grow at about 1.5% 
per year. Non-coincident peak demand is also expected to grow at about 1.5%. Alter
nate energy activity is forecast to increase from 1,229 on-line megawatts to about 3,800 
megawatts by 2008. Pennsylvania utilities currently project summer reserve margins of 
between 29% and 35%. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Electric utilities are required to file annual resource plans that evaluate the cost 
effectiveness of all feasible supply-side and demand-side resource options and integ::r:ue 

!.5 Pennsylvania Public Utilicy Commission, Pennsylvania Bulletin, Vol. 14, No. 50, Saturday, December 15, 
1984. 
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them into the preferred plan which should result in the lowest possible cost to the 
ratepayers without jeopardizing system reliability and integrity. The plan must also pro
vide a forecast of the potential for promoting and ensuring the full utilization of practical 
and economical energy conservation and load management Informal sessions may be 
scheduled for reviewing two-year implementation plans and providing an opportunity for 
interested parries to participate in the review process. However, the Commission does not 
have the authority to either accept or reject utilities resource plans. The Commission has 
recently prepared a report which examines existing regulatory barriers to effective imple
mentation of integrated resource planning. We are now soliciting comments on these 
issues, including the use of supply- side and demand-side bidding options. 

Respondent: 

Tide: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

Blaine Loper 

Chief, Division of Conservation and LJad Analysis 
Bureau of Conservation, Economics and Energy Planning 

717-783-1373, 717-783-3458(F~ 

Pennsylvania PUC . 
P.O. Box 3265 
Harrisburgh, PA 17120 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey- Rhode Island 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

The intent in Rhode ·Island is to consider externalities in reviewing the utilities' 
resource plans, which are filed biannually with the PUC. The state's largest utility, Nar· 
ragansett Electric ~ompany which supplies seventy percent of the state's power, is plan
ning to consider environmental externalities in its 1991 Resource Plan. In addition, the 
Olainnan of the Rhode Island PUC is aiso chair of the New England Governor's Confer· 
ence Power Planning Committee Task Force on Energy and Environme.nt, which held a 
workshop on incorporating environmental externalities into resource planning and which 
has a goal of attempting to have all the New England states adopt the same methodology. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Utility Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, deter· 
mines appropriate rates of rerum, and approves new power plant consrruction, revenue 
allocation and rate design. The Energy Facilities Board, chaired by the PUC chainnan, 
licenses major energy facilities in the state. A current proposal for a generating plant 

1
; / 

before the Board is beina assessed with environme:uar:::e;aemal-mes-rncoroorated in rhe 0 6 

coSfaccouno.ng. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Rhode Island importS most of irs power. Only cwo utility generating plants are in the 
state. Two new combined cycle gas·fired units (IPPs) are under construction, and 
repowering of one of the utility plants is in the planning stage. \Vhen completed, these 
projects will make Rhode Island more than half self·sufficient. There are also a number 
of small and medium-sized QFs under construction or in planning. Tne state's primary 
strategy is aggressive conservation, with gas the fuel of choice for electric generation. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Review of the utilities' filed Resource Plans is a least cost planning endeavor. 

Respondent: Mary Kilmarx 

Title: Director of Energy Policy and Planning 
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Phone number: 401-277-3500 

Address: Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission 
100 Orange Street 
Providence, Rl 02903 
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State Commission EnvironmentatExternality Survey -South Carolina 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

The Siting Act in South Carolina protects the environment in the planning and 
approval process of major generation writs and transmission facilities. 'This brings 
evaluations by the State Wildlife Commission, Water Resources Commission and the 
Department of Health and Environmental Control to the Public Service Commission for 
use in the approval process. Items concerning social costs, such as providing jobs, are 
not an official part of this process, but are very sensitive. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Service Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, deter
mines appropriate rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, revenue 
allocation and rate design. The Governor's Energy Office has been involved in some 
proceedings in the area of avoide~ cost rates for qualified facilities under PURP A. · 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

South Carolina generates approximately 80% of its electricity from nuclear and the 
balance is mainly from coal. The state has sufficient baseload capacity, but expects to 
need additional peak capacity in the early 1990s. The forecast peak demand growth is 
2-2.6% annually. The presently planned peaking writs include pumped storage (under 
construction) and internal combustion turbines. Load management and conservation 
methods are actively used to control growth. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

The Commission has an open docket considering least cost planning. All utilities 
have filed their proposed plans. The public hearing on this issue should begin by mid
summer of 1990. The role of bidding for new capacity has not been actively considered 
at this time but will be an element considered under the least cost planning. 
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Respondent: 

Tide: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

William C. Sheely, Jr. 

Senior Utilities Rate Analyst 

803-737-5115 

Public Service Commission of South Carolina 
P.O. Drawer 11649 
Columbia, SC 29211 

(Responses con:finned by mail) 
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~tate Commission Environmental Externality Survey· South Dakota 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

We know of no current or prospective plans to incorporate environmental externali
ties into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
P!anning 

The Public Utilities Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, 
determines appropriate rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, reve
nue allocation and rate design. We have no information on the role and jurisdiction of 
other state agencies in the utility planning process. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

South Dakota generates approximately 70% of its electricity from coal and most of 
the balance from hydro. The state needs both base and peak capacity. We have no other 
information on energy and peak demand growth (state or utility), anticipated large 
aCquisitions, or preferred supply Strategies (add new capacity, purchases, QFs, IPPs). 

4.) Resource P!anning and Acquisition 

We have no information on current or prospective plans to develop le~t cost plan
ning or the role of bidding in meeting new capacity needs. 

Respondent: 

Title: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

Martin C. Berrmann 

Staff Engineer 

605-773-3201 

Public Utilities Commission 
500 E Capital Ave 
Pierre, SD 57501-5070 

(Responses confirmed by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey -Texas 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

The Texas Public Utility Regulatory Act (PURA) requires the Public Utility Com
mission of Texas (PUCf or Commission) to consider environmental and aesthetic factors 
in the certi:fication of new generating units and transmission facilities. In practice, 
current staffing levels limit the level of detail given to the review. 

Generating unit Certi:ficates of Convenience and Necessity (CCNs) must consider 
environmental externalities during a review of the appropriate power plant technology .. 
(For example, the PUCf is currendy considering Texas-New Mexico Power Company's 
request to build four 150-NfW circulating-fluidized-bed units. The· Environmental 
benefits of the technology have been seriously considered.) The Commission staff does 
not explicitly quantify these effects. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The PUCf reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, determines appropriate 
rates of rerum, establishes revenue allocations, and approves rate design during rare 
proceedings. The Commission gives CCNs for new power plant and transmission lines 
after a review of the need, cost, and appropriateness of the technology. The PUcr is the 
only State agency which conducts electric uriliry resource planning. Other State agencies 
consider water and air quality during their review of power plants and transmission lines; 
however, the PUCf is the only Stare agency which conducts electric utility resource 
planning. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Texas generated approximately 46% of its electricity from natural gas and 43% 
from coal in 1987. Currendy, and for the next ten years, much of the State has adequate 
capacity reserves. The exception, TU Electric, (in north-central and \Vestern Texas) is 
building two nuclear units and several peaking units and will require additional base load 
capacity by 1996 or 1997. The commission staff prepares and the Commissioners adopt 
a biennial load and a capacity resource forecast, which contains information on the Com
mission staff's projected loads and capacity resource additions for 13 major generating 
service areas in the State. A critique of the utilities' forecasts and plans is provided. In 
general, the Commission staff advocates greater use of bulk power exchanges (including 
qualifying facility (QF) power), and increased use of srr:J.tegjc rare de·sign and demand
side programs to meet furore needs. The PUCT will adopt its 1990-99 forecast in late 
1990. 
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4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Since 1983, utilities have been required to file biennial ten year load and resource 
forecasts and energy efficiency plans. The utilities have filed avoided costs through the 
1980s. The PUCf has never rejected a utility filing ·outright. However, filing 
deficiencies have been the basis for disallowances and rate of rerum adjustments in rate 
cases. In addition, the Commission adopts an official State-wide forecast and capacity 
resource plan which may conflict with utility plans. The official forecast is used in CCN 
proceedings to determine the need for the proposed facilities. 

New generating facilities are approved during a rwo-step ~erti:fication process. A 
Notice of Intent (NOD requires utilities to justify the appropriateness of the proposed 
facility compared to alternatives. The CCN is issued if the Commission finds that the 
proposed generating facility is required under the service area forecast, is the most 
economical choice of technology, and that conservation, DSM, and alternative energy 
sources cannot meet the need. · 

Utilities are required to justify the cost-effectiveness of demand-side management 
programs in major rate cases. The adequacy of demand-side programs is examined in 
CCNs for new generating facilities. 

The Commission has rejected 3. formal bidding process for supply and demand 
resources in favor of a "competitive negotiation" approach. Avoided costs are esta
blished every rwo years and serve as a ceiling for payment to QFs. Utilities negotiate 
with cogenerators to obtain favorable contracts. Tne Commission certifies these con
tracts and resolves disputes between QFs and utilities. The reasonableness of the con
tracts may be assessed later in rare cases. 

The commission established a Least Cost Planning Task Force in 1987 to examine 
proposed rule changes. No meetings have been conducted since mid-1987. 

Respondent: Nat Treadway 

Tide: Economist, Demand Side Management 

Phone number: 512-458-0310 

Address: Electric Division 
Public Utility Commission of Texas 
7800 Shoal Creek Blvd. 
Suire 400N 
Austin, TX 78757 

(Responses confinned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey~ .Utah 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Extermilities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

The Utah Public Service Commission has established a Least Cost Planning Docket 
No. 90-f-035-01 for Utah Power;Paci:fi.Corp. Pacifi.Corp has filed its "Resource and 
Market Planning Program" which includes consideration of environmental externalities 
in the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Commission has regulatory authority over power plant and transmission con
struction for investor owned and some publicly owned utilities. 

The Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, determines appropri
ate rates of return, revenue allocation, and rate design. The Utah Bureau of Air Quality 
also has authority in fossil fueled power plant construction. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Utah generates most of its electricity from coal, supplemented by a small amount of 
hydro. No statewide supply/demand balance information has been tabulated. Planning 
for Utah Power & Light requirements is integrated with Paci.:fi.Corp. In Pacifi.Corp's 
current medium load growth scenario, energy shortages will emerge in 1995 and will be 
met by non-construction options through 2008. In the High Growth Scenario, new plant 
construction begins in 2003 with growth until then met by non-construction options. 
Peak capacity constraints are not exceeded on any scenario through 2008. The Company 
purchases much of its peaking capacity. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

In the Least Cost Planning docket referenced above, the Commission may consider 
various demand-side measures and/or compt:titive bidding in meeting new capacity 
needs. 
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Respondent: James :M. Byrne 

Tide: Commissioner 

Phone number: 801-530-6719 

Address: Public Service Commission 
160 E. 300 South 
P.O. Box 45585 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145 

., 

Respondent: George Compton 

Phone number: 801-530-6950 

Address: Department of Commerce 
160 E. 300 South 
P.O. Box 45802 
Salt Lake Ciry, UT 84145-0802 

(Responses confirmed by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey - Vermont 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ra.temaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

· In accord with the Public Service Board Order of 16 Apri11990 in Docket No. 5270 
,jOn least cost planning, demand-side resource costs will be discounted by ten percent to 

(
{reflect the "comparative risk and flexibility" advantages of such resources. Supply-side 
·resources will be increased initially by five percent "to capture costs not already included 

in the monetized prices of supply sources"; moreover, the Order initiates a rule-making 
proceeding to funher define "adde~ ~o represent the cost of environmental externalities." 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and, Resource 
Planning 

The quasi-judicial Public Service Board reviews the prudence of utility expendi
tures, determines appropriate rates of rerum, and approves new power plant construction, 
revenue allocation, and rate design. A separate body, the Department of Public Service 
(within the state's executive branch) represents ratepayers before the Board and develops 
a "20-Year Plan" for integrated, least cost planning by electric utilities. 

These functions are performed in accordance with a statute that: 1) requires the 
Board to apply comprehensive environmental protection criteria for the review of any 
supply additions, criteria that incorp_orate the rules of Vermont's landmark environmental 
review statute, Act 250, and; 2) require the utilities to exhaust cost-effective demand-side 
management opportunities before seeking Board approval for new supply resources. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Vermont receives electricity from a supply mix which consists of approximately 40 
percent nucle:li', 28 percent hy<;iro, 20 percent coal, and che rest oil, gas and biomass. Tne 
state expectS to meet furore increases in demand for electricity through: 1) comprehen
sive utility-sponsored demand-side efficiency and conservation programs, 2) modest 
increases in QFs and IPPs, and; 3) irnporu where necessary. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

The Board's least cost planning order wa:s issued in April 1990. It dew.Is the 
appropriate methodology for determining utility supply and demand resource plans. As 
for QFs and ll'Ps, the Board has not yet promulgated formal bidding procedures, but has 
indicated an intent co develop such procedures. However, che state's rwo largest ele::tric 
utilities and the Deparnnem of Public Service (which has limited authoriry co purchase 
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and resell electric power) have already solicited and received proposals for independent 
power projects. 

Respondent: Rick Weston 

Tide: Utility Analyst 

Phone number: 802-828-2358 

Address: Vermont Public Service Board 
120 State St., State Office Bldg. 
Montpelier, VT 05602 

Respondent: Mike Dworkin 

Tide: General Counsel 

Phone number: 802-828-2358 

Address: Vermont Public Service Board 
120 State St., State Office Building 
Montpelier, VT 05602 

(Responses confinned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey- Virginia 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Raternaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

We know of no current or prospective plans to incorporate environmental externali
ties into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The. State Corporation Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, 
determines appropriate rat~s of rerum, and approves new power plant construction, reve
nue allocation and rate design. The sec also plays a central role among state agencies in 
monitoring utility planning. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Virginia generates approximately 65% of its electricity from coal, 25-30% from 
nuclear, and the rest comes from hydro, oil, and gas. The state needs additional baseload 
and peak capacity. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Utilities are required to file resource plans every other year that integrate supply
side and demand-side resources. The Commission can require the utilities to resubmit 
amended plans. 

When they need capacity, utilities in Virginia may use competitive bidding to 
obtain power from private producers. Virginia Power has issued three solicitations. The 
Commission has given the utilities flexibility in accounting for non-price factors. We 
have no other information on current or prospective plans to develop least cost planning 
or the role of bid.ding in meeting new capacity needs. 

Respondent: 

Title: 

Phone number: 

Address: 

Bob Lacy 

Utilities Research Manager 

804-786-0050 

VA State Corporation Commission 
Division of Economic Research & Development 
Bank and Governor Sts. 
Richmond, VA 23209 

(Responses con.finned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey- Washington 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

Regulated utilities are required to develop least cost plans, which are defined as 
plans to meet needs "at the lowest cost to the utility and its ratepayers." Environmental 
or other externalities are not explicitly addressed, but the term "cost," which is undefined 
in. the rule, could include environmental costs. For example, in the Washington Utilities 
and Transportation Commission's regulation requiring competitive bidding, evaluation of 
both supply- and demand-side bids must include "environmental effects including those 
associated with resources that emit carbon dioxide." Hence, while environmental 
impacts are, in the rule, denominated as risks rather than costs of a resource, it would 
appear that a utility could reject or accept a bid based in part on its environmental 
impacts. Also, the Commission is a member of the Energy Facilities Siting Council, 
described below. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, detennines appropri
ate rates of return, revenue allocation and rate design of its three regulated electric utili
ties and four gas utilities. Oversight by other regulatory bodies includes siting review by 
environmental agencies and the Energy Facilities Siting Evaluation Council, which has 
primary jurisdiction over direct environmental impacts associated with a new facility; 
and municipal or county jurisdiction over publicly-owned utilities. Furthermore, 
resources managed or acquired by the Bonneville Power Administration in this state must 
be consistent with the Northwest Power Plan (the region's least cost plan), which may 
take environmental externalities into account 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Washington State, and the northwest in general, have ample capacity through hydro 
storage and thermal generation for the foreseeable future. Pans of our state (the Puget 
Sound region) will be needing new energy resources through conservation or baseload 
supply in the e:rrly '90s. Shan-term growth in that region is very high--approximately 
5% annually. However, long-term ·load forecasts for all regulated elect:ric utilities are ·in 
the range of 2% annual load growth. Forecasts submitted by gas utilities are less sophis
ticated and shorter term, and generally show little or no forecast growth. Growth in me 
gas utilities will depend very significantly on whether large new gas g'!nention projects 
will be successful in bypassing the local disaibution companies, and to a lesser extent on 
the amount of fuel switching on the part of residential water and space heating custo
mers. 



4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

In 1987, the Commission passed regulations requiring gas and electric utilities to 
engage in least cost planning, in consultation with the Commission staff, and with public 
involvement. Reports must be filed every two years which describe the plans and the 
actions which have been taken as a result of the plans. There is no formal approval of the 
plans; however, avoided costs must be consistent with the plans; furthermore, when 
reviewing a resource acquisition or expenditure for prudency in a rate case, the Commis
sion will take into account its consistency with the plan. 

As part of its resource acquisition strategy, a utility must engage in competitive bid
ding for at least qualifying facilities, IPPs and conservation. Additional resources may 
be included in the competitive bidding process. 

Respondent: 

Tide: 

Phone number. 

Address: 

Deborah Ross 

Policy Specialist 

206-586-1186 

The Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission 
1300 S. Evergreen Park Driv.e SW, 
Olympia, W A 98504 

(Responses confumed by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey· West-Virginia 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Raternaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

We know of no current or prospective plans to incorporate environmental externali
ties into the utility planning process. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning · 

The Public Service Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, deter
mines appropriate rates of return, and approves new power plant construction, revenue 
allocation and rate design. We have no information on the role and jurisdiction of other 
state agencies in the utility planning process. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

West Virginia generates 'almost 100% of its electricity from coal. The utilities fore
cast a need for 719 MW of new capacity by 1999. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

Utilities are required to file an annual report forecasting load and resource capacities 
for the next ten years. Demand side analysis is not required in the report. We have no 
information on current or prospective plans to develop least cost planning or the role of 
bidding in meeting new capacity needs. 

Respondent: Earl Melton 

Tide: Utilities Engineer 

Phone nwnber. 304-340-0392 

Address: Public Service Commission of West Virginia 
P.O. Box 812 
Charleston, VfV 25323 

(Responses confirmed by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey - Wisconsin 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or Ratemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

In the least cost planning process, the Public Service Commission credits non
combustion technologies because of the impact of reduced air pollution. Demand- and 
supply-side options for all forecasted capacity are ranked· by cost in the planning process. 
Fifteen percent is then either added to the cost of all combustion technologies or sub
tracted from non-<:ombustion options. The fifteen percent credit is an interim step 
intended to capture the costs of some environmencal factors that need to be considered 
during the energy planning process. Work is undenvay to develop qualitative an-d quanti
tative methods which allow comparisons of the environmental and other non-monetary 
factors for all options in the planning process. This analysis will be required in the next 
long range planning filing made by the utilities. The utilities are also required to file 
alternate plans based on major planning goals, such as minimizing C02 production. 

To reduce damage from acid rain, the state legislature passed a bill in 1985 requir
ing utilities to cut sulfur dioxide emissions to 50% of the 1980 levels by 1993. Wiscon
sin also has an environmental impact law (state version of NEPA) that requires the PSC 
to consider the environmental implications of its decisions. Most of the focus has been 
on construction projects proposed by utilities. 

2.) Roles of Utility Reglilatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The PSC reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, determines appropriate rates 
of rerum. and approves long range electric plans, new utility construction, revenue allo
cation and rate design. Several other state agencies are actively involved in the utility 
planning process, particularly the Department of Natural Resources and the Wisconsin 
Energy Bureau (state energy office). These agencies primarily review and provide com
ments on utility filings and the PSC assessment, and provide testimony. They may 
become more involved in particular issues as needed. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Wisconsin generates approximately 60% of irs electricity from coal and 30% from 
nuclear. Utilities plan to add about 1500 MW of peaking capacity b'; the mid 1990s. 
Non-utility cogenerators and DSM programs are each expected to add several hundred 
MW of additional resources. 
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4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

In 1975, Wisconsin passed a Power Plant Siting Law, which requires utilities to sub
mit a biennial plan which forecasts energy and peak power demands for the next twenty 
years and construction and transmission plans for the next fifteen years. That law 
requires that environmental factors be considered in the long range planning process for 
the utilities. 

In their August, 1986 Advance Plan 4 Order, the PSC ordered utilities to submit 
plans to develop and implement least cost planning. In April, 1989, the PSC issued 
guidelines as to how least cost plans should be developed. Two aspectS of the guidelines 
are that supply and demand options are ranked by levelized total technical cost per kW 
and kWh and that fifteen percent is added to the cost of combustion technologies. A 
qualitative/quantitative review of externalities for all options and how that analysis is 
used to develop plans is also required. 

Bidding as an institutional option to obtain more supply/demand resources is being 
examined as a result of the Advance Plan 5 Order. Reports from the utilities are 
presently being reviewed. Initial results from staff review of the filing indicate that bid
ding may have more limited potential in Wisconsin than other states because of the well 
developed p~anning process in Wisconsin. 

Respondent: Anita Sprenger 

Tide: Administrator, Division of Energy Planning Programs 

Phone number: 608-267-3590 

Address: Wisconsin Public Service Commission 
4802 Sheboygan Ave. 
P.O. Box 7854 
Madison, WI 53707 

(Responses con:finned by mail) 
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State Commission Environmental Externality Survey· Wyoming 

1.) Definition and Role of Environmental Externalities in Planning or R.atemaking 
by PUCS or other State Agencies 

The Wyoming Public Service Commission has staned to review environmental 
externalities, including sulfur oxides and carbon dioxide, for possible incorporation into 
future regulation. 

2.) Roles of Utility Regulatory Agencies in State Utility Regulation and Resource 
Planning 

The Public Service Commission reviews the prudency of utility expenditures, deter
mines appropriate rates of rerum, and approves new power plant construction, revenue 
allocation and rate design. The Commission is also trying to determine what increases in 
native load may occur if coal prices rise and the state economy experiences a quick 
boost. This information, integrated with current supply and demand, will step into 
resource planning. 

3.) Supply/Demand Balance 

Wyoming generates approximately 80% of its electricity from coal and the balance 
is primarily from hydro. The state has large excesses of capacity and does not expect to 
add any in the next ten ye:m. 

4.) Resource Planning and Acquisition 

The state currendy has no least cost planning process. Tne Commission staff is 
revie•.ving bidding processes and experience from other stares. 

Respondent: David Walker 

Tide: Supervising Rate Engineer 

Phone number: 307-777-7 427 

Address: Public Service Commission 
700 West 21st St 
Cheyenne, 'NY 82002 
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ReSpondent: Phil Lehr . 

Title: Rate Engineer 

Phone number: 307-777-7 427 

Address: Public Service Commission 
700 West 21st St 
Cheyenne, WY 82002 

(Responses confi.nned by mail) 
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Appendix B 

Telephone Survey Questionnaire 
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Person interviewed ______________ ...;..;_ __ '"--

Date--------

PUC Commission-------------

Division----------------

Telephone ( ) ------------

1. Is your staff incorporating e:uemalities into uriliry regularory decision-making, in 
any of the following activiry areas? 

Briefly describe your pro~ess to date. 1 (Y N P = Yes/No/Planning to). "ltlho 
are the PUC suff experu? 

a) ratema.k:i.ng Y N P 

b) bidding Y N P 

c) long-range planning Y N P 

d) research Y N P 

e) other? 

2; For each activiry area identified above in which your staff in~orporaces (or is work
ing on) externalities, briefly describe the development process which led to this pol
icy or procedure: (Reference a, b, c, d., e) 

- origin of conc~t 

- methods used to bring about implementation 

- significant problems faced 

- factors being included: 

environmental 

economic 

social 

political 

other 

- internal srudies or rese:rrch produced or relied on 

- problems srill unresolved 

- reference documents available 

- What's next on your Commission agenda.? 

I l. Preliminary design scige. 2. A de.finire staff goal. 3. R:!Solved and an agreement made 
with the (a) urilicy(ies). 4. Appe:ll'S in a Commission Order. 5. Other. explain. 
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"' .J. What are your resean;h needs? LIBRARY USE ONl V 
1' 

- general information/overview of externalities issues 

- data on resource impacts 

- methods of quantification 

- information on policy development 

- information on legal aspects 

-information on other states' activities (give examples) 

Comments on assisrance that national (i.e., non-local issues) rese:rrch assistance 
could provide you (i.e., ways that NARUC-DOE-EPA could help you). 

e.g. 

-research progr.m1 

-periodic information on state, national activities 

- white papers 

-dedicating expert assistance to PUC's national or regional workshop 

- funding for local srudies 

- information on new technologies for large sc:lie powe: gene:ation 

A.ily other comments: 
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